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Internal Structures of Self-Organized Relaxed States 

and Self-Similar Decay Phase 

Yoshiomi KONDOH 

Department of Electronic Engineering, Gunma University 

h'iryu. Gunma 376 

A thought analysis on relaxation due to nonlinear processes is presented lo lead to 

a set of general thoughts applicable lo general nonlinear dynamical systems for finding 

out internal structures of the self-organized relaxed state without using "invariant". 

Three applications of the set of general thoughts to energy relaxations in resistive 

Mill) j>la.s»ias. incompressible viscous fluids, and incompressible viscous MHO fluids 

are shown to lead lo the internal structures of the self-organized relaxed stales. It is 

.shown that all of the relaxed states in these three dynamical systems are followed by 

self-similar decay plia;v without significant change of the spatial structure. The well 

known relaxed state of V x B = ±AB is shown to be derived generally in the low /? 

plasma limit. 

Keywords : internal structure, self-organized relaxed state, self-similaT decay 

phase, nonlinear dissjpative dynamical system, thought analysis, resistive MHO 

plasma, incompressible viscous fluid, RFP, spheromak, FRO. 
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§ 1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Much attention has been paid to the relaxation phenomena of magnetically 

confined plasmas in toroidal devices such as for the reversed field pinch (RFP) 

exper iment 1 - 6 ' and for the spheromak experiment . ' - 9 1 J. B. Taylor has given the 

remarkable fundamental explanation for the relaxation mechanism in the RFP 

discharge. 1 0 1 He showed from his idealized theory thai the equation of the force-

free field, V x B = AB with a constant profile of A, represents "the minimum-energy 

slate" which is called "'the fully relaxed state", by introducing the conjecture on 

"ihe time invariant" of "the total helicity". For a cylindrical plasma he derived the 

well-known 0 = 0 Besscl function model (BFM} configuration from the e q u a t i o n . J 0 , n ) 

The gross features of the relaxed plasmas in the experiments of the RFP and the 

sphrromak are well described by the force-free field equation, V x B = AB with the 

constant profile of A. 1 "" ' The detailed experimental measurements show, however, 

that the relaxed states of plasmas deviate somewhat from the fully relaxed slate of 

V" x B = AB, and have finite pressure gradient and nonuniform profile of A . 1 - 0 1 This 

deviation is considered to result from the high resistive boundary plasmas. Taking 

account of the experimental RFP plasma which has the finite pressure gradient and 

satisfies the boundary condition that the current density j = Oat the wall, the present 

author had introduced the partially relaxed state model ( P R S M ) 1 2 - M ) and developed 

numerical codes for the RFP equilibria and for the mode transition point of the re

laxed states by introducing the energy principle with partial loss of helidty in the 

boundary region. 1 ' ' - 1 " 1 It has been shown that the experimental data of the RFP 

plasma in the TPIMRM 15 device b f i ) are well fitted by the numerical results of the 

I'RSM. 1 4-" 1 ' 

Other energy relaxation theories have been also reported, as the modifications 

~ 1. Introduction 

MII(h attention ha.s bcen paid to the relaxation phenomena of magnctically 

引 3凶 nf'O pla.sm苗 intoroidal devic田 suchas for the reversed field pinch (RF'P) 
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of Ihe theory by Taylor 1 0 , 1 1 ' for the explanation of experimental plasmas, by using 

infinit set of global invariant concerning with helicity 1 9 ' or by using the minimun 

dissipation rale or the minimum entropy production rate under the constraint of the 

constant lime-averaged rate of supply of helicity 2 0 1 or the assumption of the total 

helicity invariant 2 1 ' . All of these theories mention above are based essentially on the 

concept of "helicity". 

On the other hand, recent experimental data have clarified that in the ZP-2 

device, 2 2 ' which is a simple toroidal Z pinch without toroidal coiles for the toroidal 

flux and therefore has no initial total helicity, there still appears the relaxation of 

the field configuration to lead to the spontaneous generation of the toroidal field 

within a few tens of/ts in the produced toroidal p l a s m a . 2 2 - 2 4 ' The relaxed slate of 

the plasma becomes to have finite total helicity and to be close to the state of V x B 

= AB that cannot be determined by the initial total he l ic i ty , 2 2 - 2 4 ' contrary to the 

theory by Taylor . 1 0 , 1 1 ' On the other hand, three-dimensional MHD simulations have 

also clarified that the relaxation takes place to lead to the state given nearly by 

V x B = AB. 2 5 ' An important point to consider is that in the MHD simulations in 

ref.25 Ihey do not solve any equations for hilicity but they do only solve equations 

of mass, momentum, and energy ( or equivalently the entropy equation ) together 

with Maxwell's equations and Ohm's law, where fia j = V x B is used by neglecting 

the displacement current. This fact indicates that the quantity of helicity does not 

dominate ihe process of relaxation but is used for a kind of classification or labeling 

to describe some part of the process. The both results by the experiments and the 

MHO simulations mentioned above suggest that we need a new theory for obtaining 

the relf.yod state without using "helicity invariant for time". 

The sel of general thoughts to find internal structures of ihe self-organized relaxed 

stales without using any time invariant has been reported by (he present author, using 
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a thought analysis on relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissipation itself.26* 

Here, the word "thought analysis"' means that we investigate logical structures, ideas 

cir thought:1 vised in the objects being studied, and try to find some key elements 

for improvement and/or some other new thoughts which involve generality. 2 6 - 2 * 1 An 

example of the application of the set of general thoughts to the energy relaxation of 

the MUD plasma has been shown in ref.26 to lead to the equation of V x V x B 

= A'B for the internal structures of the relaxed states, which has the force-free field 

branch V x B = ± . \B , and also lead to the mode transition condition of the relaxed 

stale, which are derived by Tay lo r . 1 0 1 " Remarkable points of the applied theory in 

ref.2(> are the following?: (a) The relaxed state of the force-free field branch Y x B = 

AB and the mode transition condition can be derived from the set of general thoughts 

without using "holicity" and "invariant"', whose concepts are essential in the theory 

by Taylor . 1 0 1 1 1 (b) The applied theory permits the quasi-steady energy flow through 

the boundary surface, as is indeed the case in most experiments, and loads to a more 

general relaxed slate of'2?y = Q A for plasmas having spatially dependent resistivity 

T]. This result leads directly to the experimental fact of j = 0 near the wall, as is 

indeed I lie case in all experiments where 7) goes up to infinity near the boundary wall. 

Other two examples of the application of the set of general thoughts for finding out 

the internal structures of the self-organized relaxed slates to incompressible viscous 

fluids and to incompressible viscous MUD fluids are reported in ref.'i!) to lead to 

equations which must be satisfied by the relaxed fluid flow patterns and the relaxed 

field profiles. The obtained equations for the incompressible MUD fluids would yield 

the field profiles and the flow patterns realized in the magmas as the result of the 

earth dynamo. 1 0 1 

It is interesting to investigate and clarify the property of the internal structures of 

the self-organized relaxed states realized in nonlinear dissipative dynamical systems 

• 1 -
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MirJi as the resistive MIID plasma, the incompressible viscous fluid, and the incom

pressible- viscous MHD fluid, In this paper, a detailed description of the thought 

analysis on the relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissipation is presented 

to lead to the set of general thoughts for finding out the internal structures of the 

self-organized relaxed states, whose internal structures are hardest to change them

selves in their time evolutions and therefore followed by the self-similar decay phase 

without significant change of their internal distributions. Three applications of the 

sol of general thoughts to resistive MHD plasmas, incompressible viscous fluids, and 

iiin.mpressiblc viscous MUD fluids are shown in detail to lead to the internal spa

tial structures of the self-organized relaxed states and their self-similar decay phases. 

In Set.2, the thought analysis on self-organized relaxed slates is presented in detail 

tu lead to the set of general thoughts to find out the internal structures of the re

laxed slates. The first application of the set of general thoughts to resistive MHD 

plasmas is shown in Scc.'l in detail, where some examples of axisymmetric plasmas 

such as the diffused Z pinch plasma, the screw pinch plasma, the RFP plasma in 

the cylindrical approximation, and the field reversal configuration (FRC) plasma are 

presented together with a proof of the existence of the self-similar decay phase after 

the realization of the self-organized relaxed state. Other two applications of the set 

of general thoughts to incompressible viscous fluids and incompressible viscous MHD 

fluids are presented in Sec.1 and Sec..r>, respectively, where the internal structures of 

the self-organized relaxed states and the self-similar decay phases are also described. 

Cuiiclusing remarks are presented in Sec.6. 

§ 2. Thought Analysis on Self - Organized Relaxed States 

First, we show a thought analysis on relaxation where we try to analyse the 
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concept of "relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissipation" in order to under

stand the basic structure of the thoughts included in i t . 2 6 ) We now consider a general 

nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation that consists of quantities q( i ,x ) . Here, 

/ is time, x denotes m-dimensional space variables, and q represents a set of physical 

quantities having n elements, soma of which are vectors such as B and j , and others 

are scalors such as the mass density, the energy density, the specific entropy and so 

on. Time evolutions of q are given by definite equations such as the conservation laws 

of mass, momentum, and energy, and the Maxwell equations or the laws ruling q((, x) 

of the nonlinear dynamical system in general sense. Integrating one element, w, such 

as the energy density in q over the space volume, we can define a global quantity of 

W{t), such as the energy of the system, as W(t) = / w[t\) dx . We can recognize 

from this definition of W(t) that the values of both \V(t) and its time derivative 

dW/dt depend essentially on the internal structure ( i.e. the internal distributions 

of q ) of the dynamical system. The value of dW/dt represents the loss rate or the 

dissipation rate with respect to W of the system. We can also understand that the 

relation between dW/dt and W{t) is embedded essentially in the laws ruling q of the 

nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation. 

When we follow the time evolution of W(0i W e would observe usually "very rapid 

decay phases" and "quasi-steady slow decay phases" almost periodically. ( If W(t) 

is the total entropy, then we observe rapid increasing phases and slow ones ). We 

would (hen consider that in the rapid decay phases some nonlinear processes must 

take place to change the internal structure (i.e. the internal distributions of q ) of the 

system so drastically that the value of \\'{t) decreases very rapidly. In other words, 

the internal distributions of q in this rapid decay phases are such distributions that 

make the value of | dW/di | very large and lead themselves to the drastic change of 

their own internal structures. We call these rapid decay phases with drastic nonlinear 

(Onc叩 tof "relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dissipation" in order 10 under 
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When we follow the time evolution of W(t)， we would obs目 veusually "very rapid 

deca)" ph祖国"回dIlqu酷 i-steadyslow decay phases" a1most periodically. ( If W(t) 

is the total entropy， then we observe rapid increasing ph面白 andslow ones). ¥¥'e 

would thes ('onsider that in thc rapid decay phases some nonlinear proccss('s must 

tahドla四 lochar】gethe intrrnal struclurc ( i.e. the intcrnal dislributions of q) of the 

可吋('111削 rlra叫icallyt hat the value of 1-¥"(1) cl町作部帖刊tyrapidly¥In oth円相巾b，

t1lf' Intf'rn<J.l tli~lrihution~ of q in thi詫 rapid<l(>c町 ph邸時 are宗uchdi叫 rihuti()ll~ that 

n日 kethe vallle of I dl¥・/<11I very large and lead them問 I¥'{'Sto the drastic chang(l of 

th叶『川，¥'11inl('fnal叫rurtur円 ¥¥'Crall the同日pidclec町 ph出 円 withdra叶I(n川 Ilinf'ar



change of internal structure as "the relaxation phase". 

After each of these relaxation phases, we observe the quasi-steady slow decay 

phases. We would think and expect for the quasi-steady slow decay phases that the 

system must have relaxed and reached by itself to the slate with its own peculiar 

internal spatial distribution such that makes the value of | dW/dt | minimum ( i.e. 

the minimum loss rate or the minimum dissipation rate with respect to W ) after 

each of those relaxation phases. We recognize and call this relaxed state with "the 

minimum dissipation rate of W" as "the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state". 

Since we can observe the value of W at the time when the self-organized quasi-

steady relaxed state has realized just after the relaxation phase of interest, we express 

here the time and the observed value of W at the relaxed state, respectively as tn 

and WR. We then come to the following general description on the internal structure 

of the self-organized relaxed state: 

"The relaxation phase of interest with the drastic change of the internal structure 

continues itself until and terminates itself at the time of IR, at which lime the internal 

spatial distribution has reached the peculiar spatial distribution such that yields the 

minimum dissipation rate of VV and therefore is hardest to change its own internal 

spatial distribution for its own instantaneous amount of the containing quantity IV 

= WR at tn. The state with this peculiar spatial distribution at IR is called the 

self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state." 

This description is rewritten simply as follows:2 6 1 

"The internal structure of the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed stale" must 

satisfy "IV =s i v y and must have also "the minimum value of |dH'"/df|". 

It should he noted clearly here that the sentence of "must satisfy IV = WR

n 

shown above does not mean that IV is an invariant for time, but indicates that 

"IV = W'/t is the necessary condition as a global constraint" for "finding mil the 

change of internal structure祖'1therclaxation ph田 e"

After eacトofthesc rclaxation ph回目， we observe the quasi-steady slo¥V decay 

phaseso We would lhink and expect for the quasi-steady slow decay ph回目 thatthc 

叩同emmusL have relaxed and reacbed by itself to the state with its own peculiar 

internal spatial dist巾 utionsuch that makes the value o[ I dWjdt. I minimum ( i.e 

the minimum ]05S rate or the minimum dissipation rate witb respect to W ) aIter 

each of th団 erelaxation ph祖国 We recognize and call this relaxed state witb ntbe 

minimum dissipation raLe of W"損 "theself-O[ganized quasi-steady relaxed state"。

Since we can observe tbe value of W at the time when the self-organized qu国 i

steady relaxed stat. has realizcd just aftcr the問 laxationphase of interest， we express 

here the time and the observed value of ¥.V at the relaxed state， respectively国 tR

叩 dWR・Wethen come to the following general descript】onon the internal structure 

of the self-organized relaxcd state 

I¥The relaxation ph恒 eof interest with the drastic change of the internal structure 

continues itself until and terminates itself at the time of tR， at which time the internal 

可日tialdistribution has reached the peculiar spatial distr】butionsuch that yiclds the 

minimum dissipation rate of iV and therefore is hardest to change its own int町 nal

弱patialdil'trihution for its own instantaneous amount or the containing quantity ¥.V 

WR at 1.. Th. state with this peculiar spatial distribution叫 t.is called the 

同 If-orga.nizMqll拍トsteadyrel田 .dstate." 

This o('scription is rcwritten simply酷 follows:26)

"Th(!o int..rnal strurture of the self-organIzcd quasi~steady r~la.x吋 slalc" 旧日t

叫li~f)' ・.W WR
可 andmUst ha¥'c a1l'O "the mininmm val.ue of Idn:jdtl" 

It ~h(川Id b(' not('d d('~rly h{'re that lhe実entC'nceof "I1IUst sal isfy l¥l U! R'、

，hけ ¥¥'11 司1"刈(' (lo('s Ilot lIl<'an that ¥¥: Is an in¥'ariant fnr tiTll(" hut indicalぞsI.hat 

0¥¥0 ¥¥"1l is tllP n('("町 長arycnnllitinn a... a gloh品川Ilstraint"fnr・finding()1I1 111(' 



internal structure ( which is the function of the sp Ltial variables x ) at the time of 

the relaxed state from various distributions", and W is never invariant for time. 

We may understand that this nonlinear dynamical system just experiences almost 

periodically the relaxation phases and the quasi-steady slow decay phases accompa

nied by the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state on the way of the time evolution 

through essentially the dissipation processes. In other words, the realization of the 

self-organization depends essentially on the fact that the present nonlinear dynamkal 

syslem is the open system with respect to H' and that the dissipation rate of IV, i.e. 

J ilU'/d' |, is determined by the internal structures ( i.e. the internal spatial distri

butions of q( / ,x) ). We may also understand that the mechanism of the periodical 

realization of the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state itself is embedded essen

tially in the laws ruling q(£,x) of the nonlinear dynamical system with dissipation. 

The thought analysis on the concept "relaxation due to nonlinear processes with 

dissipation" itself of the general nonlinear dynamical system mentioned above leads 

us to the following set of general thoughts, { [I] and [II] }, to find internal structures 

of the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state with respect to IV* in the syslem, 

where the thought [I] is on the relaxation phase and the thought [II] is on the internal 

structure of the relaxed state: 3 6 - a 9 ' 

[I] In the relaxation phases, some nonlinear processes with dissipation must take 

place to change the internal spatial structure of q ( ' , x) so drastically that the value 

of XV[1) decreases ( or increases ) very rapidly. The relaxation phase coutinu<.:> itself 

until and (ertuinates itself at the time when the internal spatial structure has reached 

the peculiar spatial structure such that yields the minimum dissipation rate of XV 

and therefore is hardest to change its own internal spatiaJ distribution for its own 

instantaneous amount of the containing quantity \V. 

[II] The peculiar internal spatial structure of q ( / f l , x ) of the self-organized quasi-

8 

inlf'rnal slrudllrf' ( whirh is the fundion of the sp .tial variablE's X ) at the tim<' of 

t hf' rrlaxed sta.te from various distributions"， and lV is never in¥'ariant for tirne 

¥Ve may uncler~tand I hat this nonlinear dyna.mical systcm jll:'it expcricllc(，s allllo~t 

pcriodically the relaxation phases and thc quasi-steady slow decay ph祖国区compa

Ilied b.v the self.organizerl quasi.stcady rrlaxed sLaLe on the way of the timc c¥'olution 

through eS:-;f'ntially th(' di:'isipation processes. In othcr words， the rcalization of thc 

sclf.org祖nizationdepends essentially on thc fact that the prescnt nonlinear dynami‘al 

sysl(，Ill is th(' Op<'11 Syst(，Ill with rcsp('c!. to lV and that the dissip叫 ionrate of 11ヘI.C

1</¥¥)<11 I、悼 oelcrminedby the叩 t<>rnal州附IIr何い e.thc internal自patial仙 Iri-

IHltiり1"ofq(1可 x)). lVc may aJso understand thal the medwnism of Lhe p('fjodical 

rf'alilation of tl町田lf.or~anized qu出 l-sI閥均 rela.xcdst.alc 山r.lfis crnheddcd e同 en-

ti~ lI y in the laws ruling q(t、x)of the nonlinE'ar dynamical system with di田 ipation

Th(> t lIoughl analJ州 011thc conc叩L':rcla.x叫ionduc to nonlincar processes with 

dissipali川 I、11問 Ilollho草eneralnOlllincar dynamical system mentioncd above leaJs 

11.';'υ I1伊 10110則 n日開 101g円 wraJthought只， ! [I} and [IIJ トLo find jnt巴凹r口na】als叫山t廿r口刊11町1ぞ1.“』日川F陀巴

uf th(' 附叫If-Iぺ〉晴r収耳間l悶Z刊川1q引11描副l卜-.吋1内州dyr肘川da.xe凹吋ds引la剖Ic杭Wlt川iけ山h】 r問e叫S司叩p陀ect10 l昨Vin t叶h】同c民吋)'‘、司s叫山t担e町III句

wherc 1110 Ihollghl [I}凶 onIhe relaxation pha..;(' and the thoughl [11]日 011the illtf'rnal 

st rucl lIre of I h(' rcl間引Jslale: ~6.29i 

[1] 111 Ihc川axaliollpl回同 somenonlinE'ar processes with dissipat.ion must take 

lド3

υ..1 ¥¥"(ド1)【Ile宵C汀re問a剖只q同e何i、s(い"川"口In町】K円r肥e印a酷s日e田s) 凹 rηyr日a叩p刊3苅idl匂y.The r凹ela耐x日a叫I1川仁0叩'川川11phase co川11山tm刷11町iド‘ b “山s町-刊clff 

ulltil alul tf'rnUllat円 itsclfat Ihe tis1e whcn the internal spatial stru引lIrchas reached 

th(' (I('(lIliar討patialstructurc日 Ir.hthat yields the minimum di田 ipationrate of lF 

引いft IWH.for(' Is hard円 110 CI出 ngcits o¥¥'n intC'rnal京patialdistribution for it点。WIl

川叶ぬIItanf'Ousamollnt of the containing quantity Hl 

[11] Thf' J>e(uliar intC'Tual叩 atial吋ructllr(>of q{tR守x)of the sclf-organ附 dqua..;i. 



steady relaxed state just after each relaxation phase must have 

the minimum value of \ dW/dt \ with W = \VR , (1) 

where IR denotes the time when the self-organized celaxed state has realized just 

after the relaxation phase of interest, and WR is the value of W measured at the 

time of tH. flere, "IV = W V is the necessary condition that must be satisfied by the 

internal strauctures of the relaxed state because of the measured value and becomes 

"(he glolxU constraint" for "finding out the internal spatial structure of the relaxed 

state from various distributions", and W is, of course, not the invariant for time. 

Using the variational technique with respect to the spatial variables x for q(ifl, x), 

i.e. using the variations of <5q(x), in order to find out the internal spatial structure 

and the minimum value of |dW/d/ | at the time of the quasi-steady relaxed slate, 

which is given by the two thoughts { [I], [II] } with eq.(l), we obtain the following 

mat hematical expressions: 2 6 , 2 9 t 

SF = 0, (2) 

62F > 0, (3) 

whore F is the functional defined by F — |dW/di | - ctW\ SF and 52F are the first 

and second variations of F; and a is the Lagrange multiplier. When the boundary 

values of xk component of some elements q} in q are given such as by the property 

of the given boundary materials and/or measurements at the relaxed state, then the 

boundary conditions of the variations 6q(x) are written as 

Sq3k = 0 at the boundary . (<l) 

We should notice here that the present theory shown above is neither "the energy 

principle" tior "the variational principle" based on some "invariant for time". 

- 9 -

州、adyrelaxed state just. after each relaxation phase must have 

the minimum va/ue 01 I dlV/dt I 即川 W lVR ， (1) 

where t R rlenotes the time whcn the self-org.nized rela.xed st.te has re.lized jusl 

after the relaxation phase of intercst， and WR is the value of tv measured at the 

time of tR-Here， "¥V ;;: ¥oVR" is the necessary condition that must be satisfied by the 

internal昨日ucturesof the relaxed state because of the measured value and becomes 

"thc glohal consf.raint" for lIfinding out the internal spatial stru<:ture of the relaxed 

叫 atcfrom various distriblltions'l， and lV is， of course， not the invariant for time 

1I引ngthe ¥'ariational technique with respect to the spatial variable5 x for q(tR， x)， 

1.('.11引I1gthe variat.ions of oq(x)， in order to find 01lt the internal 5pat凶 structure

and thc minimllm v.llle of IdWjdtl at the time of Ihe qu田 1・5teadyrelaxed 5tate， 

wh凶 isgiven by thc two thougl山{[IJ， ~IJ } with eq.(I)， we oblain the following 

rnat hematical exprc5sions:26，29) 

6F = 0， (2) 

o'F :>日， (3) 

where F is the functional defined by F = IdWjdtlーαW; 6F and 6' F are the firs 

and町 cond¥'aTIatioss of F; and αis the Lagrange multiplier. When the boundary 

¥"<¥Iu円。fx，叩 mponcntof some elementsも inq are given 5uch as by the property 

of t h(' gI¥'en houndary materials and/or n1C'~urements at the relaxed state， then the 

hOllwla円 ronditiol1Sof the ¥'arIations 6q(x) are written as 

6q}k 0 at the boundary (4) 

¥¥.・'f'should no1Ice here that the pr('sent theory shown above is neither "the energy 

prinriplC''' Ilor・'th(' ¥'ariational principle" based on some ¥!in¥'ariant for time" 

9 -



The set of general thoughts { [I J, [fl] \ with eqs.(I)-(4) to find infernal structure* of 

the self-organized relaxed states would be common for all dynamical systems including 

physical systems, chemical systems, biological systems, and/or economical systems, 

in general. 

§ 3. Application t o Resis t ive M H D P l a s m a s 

We now apply the set of general thoughts { [I], [11] } with eqs.(l) - {4) to the 

resistive MHD plasma which is described by the following simplified equations with 

Ohm's law of ry = E + u x B , 

p~ = j x B - Vp, (5) 

fl-D 

— = V x ( u x B ) - V x ( r u ) , (6) 

where the viscosity is assumed to be negligibly small. Using Maxwell's equations and 

Ohm's law, we obtain the time derivative of the magnetic energy Wm = j(B2/2fi0)dv 

as follows, 

~ - - / { l J - J + ( J x B ) . u } d , ^ ( B x H ) . d s , (T) 

where / denotes the surface integral over the boundary. For simplicit;- it is assumed 

here, as is indeed the case in most experiments, the plasma internal energy and the 

mass flow energy are negligible compared to (he magnetic energy Wm. We pick up 

the magnetic energy \Vm of the system and look for (he self-organized quasi-steady 

relaxed stale with respect to W,n. In the quasi-steady relaxed state, we may assume 

n ^ 0 and may obtain the following equilibrium equation from eq.(.'i), 

*> = j f l * B„ . (8) 

10 

I'ho sel of gcneral thoughts ( [1ト[llJ1 wilh eqs.( 1)ー(4)10自ndinternal引 ruclur円。f

Ihe田 lf-organizedrelax吋 stateswould be common for all dynamical systE'Jns indlldin寓

physi日 Isystems， chemical systems， biological syste四， andfor e印 nomicaIsysten凪

in general 

~ 3. Application to Resistive MHD Plasmas 

We now apply the副 ofgeneral thoughts { [1J. [11] } w仙 eqs.(l)-(4) to the 

resistive MHD pl国 mawhich is described by the following simpli自edequations with 

Ohm's law of lJ.i = E + u x B， 

p生=j x B - Vp， 
dt 

。B
-ー Vx(uxB)-Vx(叫)，
8t 

(5) 

(6) 

where the viscosity is assumed to be negligibly small. Using Maxwell's cquations and 

Ohm's )aw. we obtain the time derivative of the magnetic energy ~Vm = f(B2/2μ。)d"

出 follows，

争=-j{ηj. j + (j x B) . u }dト f(E x H)ぬ(i)

where f desotes thc surface intcgral over the boundary. For simpli口t..it is as剖lmed

Il<'Tf'， a.o;; is indeed thQ case in most experiments、thcpl札smainlcrnal energy and the 

m耐 flowenNgy are negligihle compared to the mag肘 ticencrgy 1凡 Wcpirk up 

t 11<' Ill a~netic C'1If'Tgy U!m of the sy可t<'llland look for fhe self-orga.nizcd qU<l!'ii・.stead)

rf'lax吋 ~tah' with r円 p('cttυU!m. In thp <jl1asi-st<'il.dy rpl出川叶ate，we Illay a."iSIIII1<' 

u 主 oand IIltly nht出 n1h<， foll川町ngequiJihriullI町luationfrom Cq.(.1J， 

でp= jll X Bn・ (お)

JIi 



where the subscript R denotes the quantities at the quasi-steady relaxed state. We 

assume here for simplicity, that the resistivity tj has a fixed spatial dependence like as 

rj(x) at the quasi-steady relaxed state, as is indeed the case in all experiments where 

TJ goes up to infinity near *he boundary wall. Substituting Wm and | d W m / d i | with 

u = 0 respectively to W and |dW/dt | in the set of general thoughts { p], pi] } with 

eqs.(l)-(4) to find the internal structures of the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed 

state, we obtain the followings,2 6' 

6F = / ( 2 n 6 j j - — 6B-B)dv = 0, (9) 

6*F = f{2t]S'i-6i - —SB-6B)iv > 0, (10) 

where the values of the Poynting vector B x H on the boundary surface in d W m / d i 

are assumed to be given so that the surface integral terms vanish in both SF and S2F 

by the boundary conditions of eq,(4), for simplicity. Using fiaSj = V x SB, the vector 

formula of V • (a x b) = b • V x a — a • V x b , and the Gauss theorem, we obt=un 

the followings from eqs.(9) and (10), 

SF = — JSB-{ V x ( r y ) - %B}dv - — j>{ m * *B ) • ds = 0, (11) 

52F = — /<5B-{ V x ( i j i j ) - ^5B}dv - — i{ 7)6} x SB ) • da > 0 . 

(12) 

We then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation from the volume integral term in eq.( l l ) 

for arbitrary variations of SB as follows, 

V x faj) = | B . (13) 

When we use fi J = V x B instead of fi05j = V x SB, we obtain the followings 

from eqs.(9) and (10), corresponding to eqs.(l l) and (12), 

- 11 * 

where the subscript R denotes the quantities at the quasi-steady relaxed st.atc. ¥Ve 

assume here for simplicity， that the resistivityηhas a fixed spatial dependence lila括

η(x) at the quasi-steady relaxed state，回目 indeedthe case in all experiments wbere 

ηgoes up to in自nitynear the boundary wall. Substituting Wm and IdWmjdtl with 

u = 0 respectively to W 叩 dIdWjdtl in the set of general thoughts { Dl， DIl } with 

eqs.(I)ー(4)to /ind the internal struct町田 ofthe self-organized qu制品目dyrelaxed 

state， we obt掴 nthe followings?町

oF = 1(2'1 oj . j一三oB. B)dv = 0， (9) 
J μ。

内 =f(州司ーかB.oB)dv > 0， (10) 

where the values of the Poynting vector E x H on the boundary四 rfacein dWm/dt 

are assumed to be given so that the surCace integral terms v回目hin both oF and 6' F 

by the boundary conditions of eq.(4)， for simplicity. Usingμ。oj= '" x 6B， the vector 

Cormula of '" . (8 X b) = b . '" X 8 - 8. '" x b， and the Gauss theorem， we obt司in

the followings from珂s.(9)and (10)， 

oF = 2 f oB . { '" x (司)-ZB}du-ihjxSB)ds=o， {11)

o'F =三16B. {'" x (η8j)一2眉 }dv-2 i(が;jx6B).ds>0 
"-0・・，

(12) 

We t.hen obtain the Euler-Lagr.nge equation from the volume integral term in eq.(ll) 

for arhitrary ¥'ariations of oB as follows， 

'V x (叫)=iB (1.3) 

¥Vflcn wc use μJ=マxB instead o[ μ06j = '" x oB， we obtain the folJowings 

fr(lm Pq長 (9)and (10)， correspondi時 to何気 (11).nd (12)、

← 11 



6F = fiy(1m - «A)dt> - — / ( A x ( S B ) d s = 0, (14) 

S2F = / i5j • (2rj,Sj - aSA)dv - — i(6K x SB) • ds > 0 , (15) 

where A is the vector potential. We then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation from 

the volume integral term in eq.(14) for arbitrary variations of «5j as follows,26) 

m = f A. (16) 

Taking rotation of eq.(16), we obtain eq.(13) again. Since A is finite near the bound

ary wall, the present result of eq.(16) leads directly to the experimental fact that the 

current density j goes to zero near the wall where 77 goes to infinity, as is indeed the 

case in all experiments. 

We now have found that the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state has the 

peculiar internal structure which satisfies eq.(13). Taking account of the assumption 

u ^ 0 for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state, and substituting eq.(13) into 

eq.(6), we obtain the following, 

Equation (17) gives us the following solution 

B(x , t ) 2 B„(x)e -* ' , (18) 

where B/t(x) is the solution of eq.(13) for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed 

state. We see from eq.(18) that the field profile of B just after the realization of the 

.•elf-organized relaxed state has the self-similar decay without significant change the 

spatial structure. The second term of eq.(6) and boundary conditions would lead to 

finite deviation from the self-similar decay gradually. We may recognize from cq.{ 13) 

for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state and eq.(18) for the time evolution of 

oF = fの(吋ー αA)dtJU(AX6B)ds=o， (14) 

αr  
O' F = I oj. (2ηoj -α6A)du-Z4(6AX6B)ds〉 O， (15)

where A i. the vector potential. We then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation lrom 

the volume integral term in eq.(14) lor arbitrary variations 01 羽田 follows，26)

ηj=;A (16) 

T自kingrotation 01 eq.(16)， we obtain eq.(13) ag国 n.Since A is finite near the bound-

ary wall， the pr田 entresult 01 eq.(16) lead. directly to the experimental lact that the 

口ITfentdensity j goes to zero near the waH w here ηgoes 10 in五nity，国 isindeed the 

case in aH experiments 

We now have lound that the sell-organized qu田 i-steadyrelaxed state has the 

peculiar inlernaJ structure which satis品eseq.(13). Taking account 01 the田 sumption

U 言。forthe self-organized qu国 i-steadyrelaxed state， and substituting eq.(13) into 

eq.(6)， we obtain the lollowing， 

B
 

α
一2

E

一

掴
一

a
(17) 

Equation (17) gives us the lollowing solution 

B(x，t)宝 BR(x)e-ft， (18) 

where BR(x) is the ，olulion 01 eq.(13) lor the sell-organized quasi-5teaJy relaxed 
5Ial.. We 5ee from eq.(18) that the ficld profile of B just after the realization of the 

，c1f-organized relaxed state has the sclf-sirnilar decay withoul日gnificantchange the 

spatial structure. The second term of eq.(6) and boundar)' conditions ¥¥'ould lead to 

finite deviation from the scll-5imilar decay gradually. We may recognize from eq.( 13) 

for the 5('1(.・organizedqu描 i-steadyrelaxed state and eq.(18) for the time evolution of 
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the relaxed B field that the present nonlinear dynamical system relaxes to the stale 

that has attained such a peculiar internal spatial structure that yields the minimum 

dissipation rate of Wm and thereafter leads to the self-similar decay phase without 

significant change of the spatial structure. 

We now assume the resistivity TJ lo be constant, for simplicity. We then obtain 

the following from eq.(13), 2 6 1 

V x V x B = A 2 B , (19) 

where the Lagrange multiplier a is assumed to be positive. Equation (19) is the same 

with the equation usee! for the classical spheromak. 3 1 , 3 2 1 According to ref.31, three 

independent solutions of eq.(19) with V • B = 0 are given by 

t,„ = g r a d ^ , T m = V x (eVw), and S m = ^-V x T m , (21) 

where e is a fixed unit vector, and i/Vn is a scalor function such that 

V V m + A 2 0 m = 0 . (22) 

Here, the solution of L m may be excluded from the solutions for eq.(19), because 

V x grad t/'m = 0. The general solution of eq.(19), B/i(x), for the self-organized 

quasi-steady relaxed state is then written as 

Bft(x) = c m l T m + c m 2 S m . (23) 

t'sing oq.(23) and / i j = V x B, we obtain the current density of the relaxed state, 

j f l ( x ) , as follows, 

jji(x) = - ( c m l S m + cm21m), (24) 
Ho 

• - 1 3 -

thr rcl出 edB恥Idthal. lhe present non1inear dynamical system relaxes to the state 

thal has attained such a peculiar inlerna1 spatiaJ structure that yields the minimum 

di四 pationTate of ~Ym and thereafter leads to the seJf-similar decay phase without 

significant change of the spatial structure 

¥Ve now assume the resistivityηto be constant， for sirnplidty. We th叩 obtain

the lollowing lrom eq.(13)，'61 

VxVxB 入'B， (19) 

j，¥ I =存 (20) 

WhC'T(， thc Lagrang(' multiplierαIs assumcd to be p田 itivE'， Equation (19) is the same 

wit.h thc <>quittion used for the da.!咽icaJspheromak.:H，
321 According to ref.31， three 

indepcndcnt solutions 01 eq.(19) withマ.B = 0 are given by 

L"， = g叫 '11" Tm = V x (叫

wherc e is a fixcd unil veclor， and世間 is a sca10r function such that 

'17'1/1"， + )，'1/1m =日， (22) 

U('fC， the solut.ion of Lm may be excluded from the solutions fo[ eq.(I9)， because 

'V x gr"d 1'"，三 o.The general solution 01 eq.(I9)， BR(x)， lor the sell-organized 

qua~i1-叶 rady relax吋 stateis then wriiten出

BR(X) cm1Tm + Cm'Sm (23) 

(!sing町 (2.1)and !，.j = '17 x B、weobtain the current density 01 the relaxed stat.e， 

jR(X)可制 [ollows，

jR(X) =土(cmlSm十 c""Tm)，
μ。

-13ー
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where eq.(21) and V x V x T m = \2Tm are used. There are three unknown factors of 

{A. ' 'mi/m]} in eqs.(21)-(21). In order to determine the values of the three unknown 

factors { A , r m l , c m 2 } , it is enough to use three measured values of the magnetic en

ergy Wm. the toroidal magnetic flux 4> and the toroidal plasma current / inside the 

boundary at the time of the relaxed state, which arc denoted here respectively by 

Wrofl, $/?• a n d IR- It is because that we obtain <bR and IR by integrating eqs,{23) 

and (24) respectively across the poloida cross-section of the toroidal plasma. 

Using eqs.(8),(23) and (24), we obtain the fallowings, 

V;> = j R x BR = ~(cm2

2 - c m l

2 ) T m x S m , (25) 

- * * - h = - ( c m i - c m l ) / ( S m - T m ) - d a , (26) 
fio (io JSP 

where Js denotes the integral across the poloidal cross-section of the toroidal plasma. 

It is seen from eqs.(25) and (26) that the difference between cm\ and c„,2 yields the 

non-force-free component which is balanced with the pressure gradient. 

In the limit of the low fi plasma, we come to have the profiles with c m l = cn,2 from 

comparison between eq.(8) and eq.(25) because of two independent vector solutions 

of T„, and S m , and obtain the fallowings from eq.(23), 

B„(x) = c „ , ( T r a + S m ) , (2T) 

which satisfies the following as was shown in ref.3I, 

V x B = ±AB . (28) 

We see from eqs.(27) and (28) that the force-free fields of V x B = ±AB, derived 

by Taylor based on "the minimum energy state under the time invariant of (lie total 

i icl ici ty". 1 0 " 1 can lie derived generally as the low ;3 plasma limit of the self-organized 

relaxed state whirh has the minimum dissipation rate profile and therefore is hardest. 

14 

whrr(' f'q.(21) and V' x ¥" x Tm = .¥2Tm are used. Therf' are thrN‘unknown factors of 

{入 "InI，Cm2}in eqs.(21ト(2，1)， J泊 orderto deternune the ¥'ぬ11Iesof the thr('c unknown 

factors {'¥，('mt.Cm2}， it日 叩oughto use three measured ¥'a1ues of the magnet凹 en-

円 gyW..・thetoroidal magnetic ftux CT and the loroidal plasma current 1 inside the 

bounclary at the time of the relaxed stale， whi<:h arc rlenoted here rcspecti、dy1>) 

\Fm l/可 <<Þ R • and lR. It is hecause that we obt剖 n中R and 1 R by integratin呂町l討 (23)

and (24) r('spectively across the poloida cross-section of the toroidal plasma 

l'sing eqs，(8)，(23) and (24)， we oh凶 nthe followings， 

"'1' = jR x BR =土(Cm，'一 Cm1
2
}TmX S問、

'-0 

ih-IR=え(Cm，-加)ム仇ー Tm )，d.， 

(2.5) 

(26) 

whf'rc Js
p 
denoteぉ thein句 ralacross the poloidal cro骨 sectionof the toroidal pla..c;.rr日

11 i， ，een from eq，，(25) and (26) that the di町erencebetween Cml and Cm2 yiplds t he 

non-rorc('-free compoR<，nt which田baJancedwith the pn>田 uregradient 

，，， thp limit of thf" Jow βpl桔 ma，we come to have Ihe profiJcs with r.ml ::: Cm2 from 

CtH叩arisonbet w('cn刊 (8)and eq，(2，5) bec問問 oftwo independent ¥'cct町 solutions

。fTsI ancl Srn. and ohta 

BR(X) = cm，(Tm + Sm)， (2i) 

which !'atI:;;fi(':;; the following出 W田 shownin r('f.31， 

V'xB 土.¥B (2R) 

¥¥"P:-;('(' fr川 n刊誌 (2i)and (2R) t hat t hc force-free fiei<1メ ofでxB 土，¥B，.tl'rI有利l

h¥" Ta¥"1υrl品、円lon・th('IIlInilJlUJIl cnprgy !'Olat(' under tll(' 1imc iuvarIant o( (h巴 10t.1

lwlirity". JO.ll) can I)f' d('rind generally as the low 3 pla.....ma limit of th('冊 lf-organiz吋

rf'laXf'd ~Iat(' whirh h..... thf' minilllum di州 pation rat f' profile and t hcrdυrf' i:-:; hardp!'OI 

1.1 



to change its own profile for its own instantaneous amount of the containing magnetic 

energy, in tho nonlinear and dissipative MHD system, without using the "helicily'" 

and the "time invariant". 

We show here some examples of antisymmetric plasmas in the cylindrical coordi

nates ( r, B, z ). First, we consider simple cases of the straight axisy mine trie plasmas 

such as the diffused Z pinch, the screw pinch, and the reversed field pinch (RFP) in 

the cylindrical approximation. The ~ direction is now the toroidal direction and we 

use the unit vector along the 2. direction, e^, for the fixed unit vector c in eq (2 l ) . In 

this case, eq.(22) becomes one dimensional problem, and the solution of 4>m is known 

to be the Oth order Bcssel function written as ipm = J 0 (Ar), by solving cq.(22). Then 

the vector solutions of Tm and S m in eq.(21) are obtained respectively as 

T m = A-MArJc , (29) 

S m = \J0(Xr)ct , (30) 

where Jj(Xr) is the 1st order Bessel function, and c# is the unit vector of the 8 

direction. For the first example, we consider the self-organized relaxed state of the 

diffused Z pinch. Since the measured velue <I>/j of the toroidal flux for this Z pinch 

is zero, we obtain the fallowings from eqs.(23), (29) and (30), 

* f l = / B R - d s = 2*cn2\r J0(\r)rdr = 0 , (31) 

Jsp Jo 

vhere r„ is the wall ( boundary ) radius. We therefore obtaiii c„,2 = 0 ft""1 eq.(31) 

and find from eqs.(23), (2*1), (20) and (30) that the configurations of the relaxed statr 

of the diffuse Z pinch are given by 

B * = r ^ A ^ O J e , . (32) 

In 

to chan~(' it録。wnpro日¥('for its ()wn in気tantaneousamounL of the containing magnct.ic 

('nf'rgy. in lh(' nonlil1E'ar and dissipati可eMHD sy只lcm.wil hout 11剖 ngthe ・helicilゲ'

alld th(' "tiuH' ill¥'ar】anl

¥Ve .ho杭"hf'T(' som<> f'xamples of a.xi可 mmet.ricpla..<:;ma為 inthe cy1indric孔1coordi~ 

nat円(r、9，= ). I、ir叶、 weconsider尽impleca.ses of thp. straight. axisymmet.ric plasm描

日lCha... thc diffused Z pinch. t he screw pinch， and Lhe rcversed field pinch (RFP) in 

1 hf' cylindrical叫甲府民imation.The :: direction is now the toroidal direct.ion and we 

IIse t.hf' unit. ¥'('ctor along t.hc z direction， C l • for the fixed unit vector c in eq.(21). Jn 

th附 C田町 eq.(22) becol1u's onc dimcnsional problem， and the solut 

101可 the oth order se開 elfunction writtcn副世'm= Jo(λr)、hy.olving eq.(22). Then 

th(' ¥'f'cl.or solutions of Trn and Sm in eq.(21) are obt注inedrcspecti、でIya.<:o

Tm = .¥J，(λr)c，可 (29) 

Sm =入Jo(.¥T)Cε， (30) 

wh{'r(' Jtl.¥r} Is the Jst order 8cssd funct】on，胡dCe is the unit vect.or of t.he fJ 

，lir('ctioll. For tl問自r!Oit.cxample， we consider the self-organized rclaxed state of th<> 

diffu同 d7. pinch. Since thc mea.<:oured velu巴 <Tnof the toroidal sux for this Z pillch 

回目ro，w(' 01山 inthc following. from eq..(23)， (29) and (30)， 

φR=LP BR ds=hイ Jo(入r)，'dT= 0， (31) 

、、 h('fl"rw Is Ih(' wall ( houndary ) radIus. ¥¥'e therefore ohtailJ ('"，2 = 0 from <!q.(.11) 

and fi "d f rom (~q“ (23). (2.1)， (29) and (30) that thc configuration. of the rclaxed .tatp 

りfIh(' dirfll!'o(， 7. pillch are gI¥，pn I冷

BR '~ml 入 J，( .\")Ce. (:12) 

1;') 



j « = ^ J ° ( A r ) e * • ( 3 3 > 

The two factors of cmi and X are determined by using the other two measured values 

of WmR and IR. Substituting eqs.(32) and (33) into the equilibrium equation, we 

obtain the pressure gradient that leads to the pressure profile at the relaxed state as 

follows, 

y p - _ £uiLA.j o (Ar)J 1 (Ar)e r , (34) 

where e r is the unit vector of the r direction. We can expect from eq.(18) and 

eqs.(32)-(34) that the obtained profiles of BJJ , j f l and p at the relaxed state for the 

straight diffused Z pinch are followed by the self-similar decay phase. We should bear 

in mind, however, that the change of the spatial distribution of resistivity TJ caused 

such as by ohmic heating and also the second term of eq.(6) would result in some 

gradual deviation from the self-similar decay. 

For the second example, we consider the self-organized relaxed state of the straight 

screiv pinch. We now express c m 2 AS c m 2 = cm\ - Ac. We then obtain the followings 

from eqs.(23)-(25) and eqs.(29) and (30), 

B f l = c m |A[.MAr)e* + J0{Xr)Ci] - AcAJ„(Ar)c, , (35) 

jfl = — [ < M A r ) e ( , + J0[\r)et] - — Jt{Xr)eg , (36) 

*R - I n - - ^ ^ T J 0 (Ar ) rd r , (37) 
li0 J0 

V P = - M 2 c ^ - A c ) . ^ ( A r W A r ) e i m 

The three factors of Ac, c m i , and X are determined by using the three measured 

values of WmR, 4>/j, and 1R. The screw pinch is usually operated at the high toroidal 

A 、2
jR = l.mlムJo(λr)e，

1'0 

(33) 

The two factors of Cml and .¥ are determined by using the oth町 twomeasured va1ues 

of WmR and [R. Substituting珂，.(32)and (33) inlo the equilibrium equation， we 

obtain the pressure gradient that leads to the pressure profile at the relaxed state酷

follow" 

'V'p =ー包三21Jo(AT)J1(入r)e，， 
μ。

(34) 

where e， is the unit vector of the r direct】on. We can expect r..om eq.(I8) and 

eqs.(32)ー(34)that the obtained profil田 ofB R• jR and p at the rela.xcd state for the 

叶raightdiffused Z pinch are followed by the ，elf-，imil町 decayphase. We ghould bear 

in mind、however.t.hat the change of the spatial distribution of resistivityηcaused 

such as b)' ohmic heating and also the second term of eq.(6) would result in sorne 

gradual de，'iation from thc self-similar decay. 
For the sccond cxamplc， we consider the self-organized relaxed state of the straight 

同 rf'W pinch. ¥¥Te now express Cm2 描 Cm2= Cml -d.c. We then obt副 nthe followings 

from eqs.(23)ー(25)and eqs.(29) and (30)， 

Bn Cml入[J，(Ar)e，+ Jo(入r)e，1 -I'>cλJo(入r)e.， 

一，)，'. _ . I'>c)，' 
jR =ニzιー[J，(Ar)e，+ Jo(入r)e，1一一一一J，(入r)eg， 

μ。 μ。

2πI'>c.¥' (' 
ー争R - [R 一一一一I Jo(川 rdr1 

μ。 μ。 JO

t~c(2cm' -I'>C)入3
'V'p = ---，--"" --，. Jo()，r)J，(λr)e， 

μ。

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

The thr('c factors of El.c， Cmh and .¥ are determincd by using the thrce rn('a$¥ucd 

¥"alues of U'mR. <TR， and IR. The虻 rewpinch is usua11y operated at the high toroidal 
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field without the field reversal. We s-e from eqs.(3?) and (38) that, the value of Ac 

depends on the ft value of the co^.rined plasma. We find from eqs.{35) and (36) that 

the configurations of B« and j R at the relaxed state of the screw pinch containes 

the force-free field component of the Bessel function model, i.e. the first terms of 

eqs.(3.r>) and (36), which would be fairly high compared with the non-force-free field 

component that depends on the ft value of the confined plasma. We can also expect 

fmtn eq.(18) and eqs.(35)-(38) that the obtained profiles of B ^ , j f l and p at the 

relaxed state for the screw pinch are followed by the self-similar decay phase with 

some gradual deviation, just as same as the diffused Z pinch shown above. In the 

experimental screw pinch plasma, the spatial distribution of the resistivity rj would 

fairly modify the profiles of B^ , j f i and p, especially in the boundary region. 

For the third example, we consider the RFP plasma which has the toroidal field 

reversal. The profiles of B/?, j f i and p at the relaxed state for the RFP are also 

shown by rqs.(35)-(38), just the same as for the screw pinch. In the limit of the low 

.•? plasma, A<: hecomes zero from eq.(38), and we obtain the fallowings for the ft = 0 

RFP plasma from eqs.(35)-(37), 

B f i = ^ [ . M A r J c , + J „ ( A r ) e t ] , (39) 

Jjt = ^ [ J i ( . ^ ) e « + J a ( A r ) e , ] , (40) 

—*/? = IR- (41) 

We easily recognize that eqs.(39)-(41) are the well known Bessel function model for 

the RFP plasma derived and discussed by Taylor based on the time invariant of the 

total helicity. 1 0-" 1 

When we consider the finite ft RFP plasma with Ac > 0, the pressure profile 

would be given basically by eq.(38). However, we notice from eq.(38) that the direc-

- 1 7 -

fi('ld without the恥ldro¥"orsal. WO ŜC from cqs.(37) and (38) that. the value of d.c 

t!('pend録。nIhe IJ valllc of the co'.rincd plasma. We find from eqs.(35) and (36) that 

th(' conllgurations of BR and jR iU the relaxed state of the screw pinch containes 

th(> fnr凹ーfrecfield component of thc Bessel function model、i.e. the自rsttel"ms of 

叫吋.15)叩"(36)， which would be fairIy high compared with the non-force-free field 

印 mpon<，ntthat dcpends on thc s value of the cOllfined plasma. We can also expect 

from叶 (18)and珂 5.(35)ー(38)that the obtained profiles of B R• jR回 dp .t the 

f('laxed stat(> fm the screw pinch are followed by the self-similar decay phase with 

知 1m'graclllal dcviation， just as same描 theditfused Z pinch shown abm'c. 1n the 

('xp('rim('lItal S(f("W r川 lchpla.o;ma， the spatial distribution of the resistivityηwould 

fairly 1II{)(lify什lCprofil開 ofBR， jR .nd p， especially in lhc boundary region. 

I-'or tlH' thinl exalllplf'， wc consider the RFP plasma which has the toroidal field 

f('¥"('fSi¥1. Th(' profil佃 ofBR， jR and p at the relaxed state for the RFP are also 

shown h" ('中 (35ト(18)，jllst the same国 forthe screw pinch. In the limit of the low 

.1(・1掛川札t:，ch町 om('szcro from eq.(38)!削，dwe obl.in lhe fo¥lowings for the β=0 

ItFI' 1'1出 mafrom叫 5.(3.5)ー(37)ー

Bn = cm，.¥[ J，(入r)e，+ Jo(.¥r)e，ト

'・‘・
h=半に[J，(.¥r)e，+ J，(.¥r)e， 1 ， 

，-， 

土<1>.= 1. 
1'0 

(39) 

(40) 

(11) 

¥¥'0 oaoily rccogl¥ize Ihat eqs.(39)ー(11)are the well known Bossel function model for 

Iho RFI' 1'1耐 maderi¥"cd and discus.sed b)o' Taylor based on the time in¥'ariant of the 

lotal h('li{"ity.IO.II) 

¥Vh('n we co田 iderthe自niteβRFPpla.sma with dc > 0， the pressure pro自le

would b('耳目，'f'llh出 icaIlyby叫 (38).lIowcvcr， wc noticc from eq.(38) that the dire<:-
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(ion of Vp reverses across the field reversal point of Ja(\r) = 0. This result suggests 

that the RFP plasma outside the field reversal point at the relaxed state, hased on 

the assumption of rj = const., is unstable or tends to have uniform pressure profile 

in the field reversal region through the interaction with the boundary wall, In the 

experimental RFP plasma, the resultant spatial distribution of the resistivity r/, af

fected by the plasma-wall interaction, would fairly modify the profiles of B f l , j f l and 

P consequently, especially in the boundary region. 1 4 , 1 S ) 

We now consider the self-organized relaxed state of the field reversal configuration 

(FRC) plasma, where the toroidal direction is along the 9 direction. 3 3 J In the case of 

the FRC plasma, eq.(22) becomes two dimensional problem with respect to r and *, 

and the solution of ipm will be expressed as I/JTO = TJ)m{r, z). The two vector solutions 

of T m and S m in eq.(2I) are then written as follows, 

i r e " 
_ a + r or 3r2~ 

Since the FP^O plasma has no toroidal flux usually, we obtain the fallowings from 

eqs.(23),(42), and (43), 

* R = / B „ • ds = - c m l / d-^As = 0 . (4-1) 
Jsp JSp or 

We therefore obtain cml = 0 from eq.(4-l) and find from eqs.(23), (24), (42) and (43) 

that the configurations of the relaxed state of the FRC plasma are given by 

tion ()f vp reVeTSeS across the field reversal point of JD(.¥r) ;::::: O. This result suggcsts 

th.t the RFP plilSma outside the field revers叫 pOlst副 therelaxed state， hased 011 

th.出 sumptionof η= const.， is unsta.ble or tends to have uniform prcssure profile 

in thc ficld reversal region through the interaction with the boundary w.lI， [n thc 

('xperimental RFP plasma， the resultant spatiaJ d】stributionof t.he resistivityη， .f-

fccted by the plasma-waU interaction， would fairly modify the pro日目。fBR， jR and 

p consequently， especiaJly in the boundary region.1t，IS) 

We nQW consider the self-organized rel日 edstate of the field reversal configuration 

(FRC) p/ilSma， where the toroidal direction is along thc & direction，JJ) [s the Cil>沼 of

the FRC p/ilSma， eq，(22) becomes two dimensional problem with rcspect to r and =， 

and the so/ution ofや'mwill be expressed asψm=ψm(r， z). The two vector solutions 

ofTm and S問 ineq，(21) are then written画 foIlows，

(42) Tm O可bm_ _ __0_ 
8r "'11， 

(43) 
Sm 1I82ψm t 1o世間 o'可bm

= ーl一一;::e， -l 一一+一一万一)e， 
λL 8rdz 、rdr fh 

Since the FP，行 plilSmahilS no toroidal nux usually， we obtain the followings from 

eqs，(23)，(42)， .nd (43)， 

( ~ ( olj;， 
<TR= I BR，ds =ー crnll ~:mds 

JS" JSp Or 

We therefore obtain Cml = 0 from eq，(4)1) and find from eqs.(23)， (24)， (42) and (-13) 

that th(' configurations of the relaxed state of the FRC plasma are given by 

1. t1'ル 1oitm o'it， 
BR 加工はわ一 lF7+ず)e，]， 

(44) 

(45) 

l
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The two factors of r m 3 and \ are determined by using the other two measured values 

( ,f M'"m/? a " d IR- Substituting eqs.(45) and (46) into the equilibrium equation, eq.(25), 

we obtain the pressure gradient that leads to the pressure profile at ihe relaxed state 

as follows, 

fia dr drdz or r dr dr2 

We can expect from eq.(18) and eqs.(45)-(47) that the obtained profiles of B ^ , j f l and 

p at the relaxed state for the FRC plasma are followed by the self-similar decay phase, 

similarly to the cases of the diffused Z pinch, the screw pinch, and the RFP shown 

above. Recently, it was reported that low toroidal field was observed experimentally 

in the translated FRC plasma in FIX machine. 3 3 1 This configuration of the FRC 

plasma with low toroidal field is corresponding to the case with finite value of c m i in 

eq.(44). By adding the term of this small cm\ in eqs.(23) and (24), the configurations 

of eqs.{45)-(47) are rewritten easily for the relaxed state of the translated FRC plasma 

with the low toroidal field. 3 3 1 

Using eq.(12), we next discuss the mode transition point of the relaxed state, 

for example from the cylindrical mode to the mixed helical one in the cylindrical 

p l a s m a . , 0 , n , 1 6 ) We consider here the following associated eigenvalue problem for crit

ical perturbations S3 that make S2F in eq.(12) vanish: 

V x (JJV x 6Bt) - ^1*B, = 0, (48) 

with the boundary conditions of (SB-ds = 0, and (TJOJ x i5B) -ds = 0 at the boundary, 

where n, and ^B, denote the eigenvalue and the eigensolution, respectively. Substi

tuting the eigensolution $Bt into eq.(12) and using eq.(48), we obtain the following: 

PF = — {n, - rt)/*B,-AB,dr > 0. (49) 

19 

Th(' two factors or l'm2聞 rl.¥ are detcrminerl by llsing th(' other t.wo Jl1('a.o;;ured ¥'aJu<，s 

。f¥¥'"rnR and 1 R. Subslituting eq.， (4.5) and (46) into the叫 uilibriumcqualion， cq.(25)， 

w(' obtain the prcssllre gradient that leads to the pressure profile at the rclaxcd state 

a... rollow，句，

'Vp =担:[d!m ~'~rn C， + d!m ( ~ d!m +与)c. J. (47) 
μ。 dr {jr{jz -<. dr r dr {j， 

Wec.n expect from eq.(18) and eq5.(45)イ47)that the obtained profiles of BR， jR回 d

l' at th巴relaxedstate for the FRC plasma .r. followed by the self-similar decay ph田 e，

similarly to the cases of the di町'usedZ pinch， the screw pinch， and the RFP shown 

above. ItecentlYl it was reported tha.t low torOldaJ fIeld was observed experimentaJly 

in the tral¥shted fRC pl回 main FJX machi即日)This configuration of the FRC 

plasma with low toroidal field is corresponding to the case with自niteva)ue of Cml in 

eq.( 44). By adding the term of this small Cml in eqs.(23) and (24)， the con自gurations

ofeqs.(4.5)ー(47)are rewritten easily for the relaxed 5t.te of the translated FRC plasma 

with lhe low toroidal field.33) 

Using叫 (12)，we next d凹 ussthe mode transition point or the relax吋 state，

for example from the cylindrical mode to the mixed helical one in the cylindrical 

pla止さma.1O
.
ll，16)We consider here the fol1owing associatea eigenvalue problem for crit 

ical pert urbalions 6B that make Ii' F in eq.(J 2) vanish: 

'V x (刊 x6B，) -1':，"'oB， = 0，伺)

with the houndary ronditions of ，¥B.ds = 0， and (l)Oj x oB) .ds = 0 at the bounc1ary， 

、、h

t川 I川"唱耳 the明 !';essolutiosbB， Into eq.( 12) and usi略叫 (48)，we 0¥川口1the rollowin 

A2F=thーイ唱団， dl.> 0 (.19) 
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Sinre oq.(*19) is required for all eigenvalues, we obtain the following condition for the 

self-organized relaxed state with the minimum |dW m / d ( | , 

0 < a < «i , (50) 

where nt is the smallest of the positive eigenvalues, and n is assumed to be positive, 

as was assumed at eq.(20). When the value of a corresponding to lV'm R gnes out 

of i he condition of eq.{50), like as a , < a, then the mixed mode, which has 

thr value of WmR and consists of the basic mode by the solution of «(.(13) with 

a = nt and the lowest eigenmode by eq.('18), becomes the self-organized relaxed 

slate with the minimum value of |dVV'm/df|. By using definitions of 7/(x) = T;„J/(X) and 

| A | - Jatt„/2i)<l , the condition of rq.(5Q) can be rewritten to other form similar to 

the mode transition condition shown in refs.lti and 18, where T}„ is the value of ?/ at 

the magnetic axis. The mode transition condition of eq.(50) is the generalization of 

the mode transition condition by T a y l o r . 1 0 1 1 1 6 1 

It is easy to show from eqs.(10)-(28) that in the case of the low 0 plasma limit 

with 7j = const., the eigenvalue problem of eq.(-18) includes the following eigenvalue 

problem as a force-free branch, 

V xSB, = ±\6B, (51) 

with the boundary condilion of <5B • rfs = 0 at the boundary, where A, is the eigen

value, and this eigensolution (SB, makes the surface integral term of eq.(12) vanish 

automatically. Substituting the eigcnsolution £B, into eq.(I2) and using eq.(51), we 

obtain the following: 

&2F = ^(,Vf - A3) /.SB, *B ,dv > 0, (52) 

where eq.(20) is used. Since eq.(52) is required for all eigenvalues, we obtain the 

following condition for the relaxed state with the minimum |d l f t n / d / | . 

- 20 ~ 

~inr(、叶 (49) i. roquircd !or .1¥目gcn¥'alu田， wc obtain thc following condition for Lhc 

同If-()q~anized reJ孔xcd.tate with the minimum IdlVm/dtl， 

。〈 α 〈 α1可 (.10) 

whNe 01 is thc smaJlcst of the p国 iti¥'E'eigen¥'aJues、andη15師団mcd10 bc po町ti¥'c.

<t..:: w国部sumedat eq.(20). When the ¥".Iue o! α∞rresponding to ¥rmR gocs 01lt 

。!1 he刊nditiollo! eq.(50)， like田 町< 0'， then thc mixcd mode， which has 

thr ¥'aluc of n'mR and consist罰 ofthe b .. ，ic mode by the wlution of "".( 13)刑 th

。z 々Tand the Jowcst円gcnmode".r eq，('18)， bccom円 th(>srlf-organizccl川 axed

~lal(' with the minimum ¥'alue of Id¥V"Jdt1， By u町ngde自nitionぉ，，!η(x);恥g(x).11<1 

1.¥ 1 ~ 戸石王 山 印刷tl川川l叩附。叩n0内!e川p叫'1.(附5羽叫0町)日叩nb廿p川山円110(川川川3日川川刈zり叶川》刈川t什山伽川hc附川l叩附川川e肝川r川凶!，汀川叩川山…111山 川11川川】刊川柄則11山 rto 

lhr、rnode tr 詞n.引ition仁引onditi】on ~h仰o、.wn m r 守l:'(s，16anrl 18， whrorc η。isthe ¥'alllE' or η at 

thp III明 letic日 i:"， Thc mo市 trrLllSit ion c:omfition of川 (50)i呉 the gClIC'rali1.a(ion of 

th(' lIlod(' transition condition h)' Taylor.1O.1I.
16) 

11 i~ ('掛Yto sho¥V rroTll叫..(1D)ー(2M)that in thC' casc of Ihe low d plasma limit 

wil h '1 ;;:: const句 thf'円gpn¥'alu('prohl('ffi of eq.(48) Includ{'民 thpfollowing ('iJ!，(，Il¥'aluf' 

IlrohlplIl a...:: a ror刊ー!r何 hranch，

V' X aB，士λ，.IB， (.11) 

with tI刊 bO¥llldarycondilion or oB ' ds = 0 at the bouno.ary， where入I is thC' ('i~f' lト

、alu('，and this円 g('n:->olution{~B， makcs the引ufaceinlt'gral tcrlll of刊 (12)\'ani~h 

automalically. ~1I h民tituling the E'igensolution dB. into ('q，(l2) and u~illg C'q.(!ilト¥¥'('

りhtaIn t h(' followIng 

217 ゥ h { rF=;:{入;上)J .IB， ..lB‘dv > 0， (o21 

whoro 0'1.(20)同 11:"('11. Sinc(' eq.(.!)2) is r('quirco for all cig(，ll¥'alucs， wr ohtain 1)(1' 

followi IIg ('on<l山ηnfor th(' r('la:<(・CIstate with thC' minimurn IdJl'tn/d'I， 
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A_j < \ < ,\t , (53) 

where A_, and \\ arc the largest of the negative and the smallest of the positive eigen

values, respectively. This mode transition condition is the same as that in Taylor's 

theory . 1 0 ' " ' 1 6 ' 

The experimental relaxation phenomena in the simple toroidal Z pinch in the ZP-

'2 d e v i r e 2 2 - 2 4 1 can be explained by the present theory, because of no need of "helicity" 

and "invariant^. Furthermore, since the present theory permits the quasi-steady 

energy flow through the boundary surface by the Poynting vector, as is indeed the 

case in most experiments, the present result reveals that the relaxations to the state 

of V x B = ± ,\B are more general phenomena that take place in low (3 plasmas 

even within nonidcally conducting boundary. 

§ 4. Appl ica t ion to Incompress ib le Viscous F lu ids 

We next apply the set of general thoughts { [t], [II] } with eqs.(l) - (-1) to the 

incompressible viscous fluid which is described by the Navier-Stokes equation 

fl-£- = - VP + J/V-u, (5-1) 

where /;. H. and p are the fluid mass density, the fluid velocity, and the pressure, 

respectively, t/ is the coefficient of viscosity, and V • U = 0. We pick up here 

the flow energy Wf = J(pir/2)tiv of the system and look for the self-organized 

quasi-steady relaxed state with to U), which is therefore Ihe global quanljly W 

in the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] }. Using eq.(54), the veclor formula of 

V • (a y. h) = b • V x a — a • V x b , V u = 0, and the Gauss theorem, we obtain the 

fi'lluwing, 

— - - = - J v u • u;di- + i{v(ux a-) - p\i}- da, (55) 

- 2 1 -

L， < .¥ < .¥，、 (53) 

whrr('し1and '~I are the largest of the negative and the smallcst of the positive eigen-

valll旬、 Trspectivdy.This mocle transition condition is the same田 thatin Taylor's 

th{'ory.IO.11.161 

The ('xperImental relaxation phcnornena in the simple toroidal Z pinch in the ZP-

:2 dc¥'ice2:!-241 ran be c去plainedby the present theorYl because of no need of" heliciti' 

ancl "il1¥'ariant.". Furth円 rnorc，since the p四senttheory permits the quasトsteady

円1円即日o¥¥'through thc boundary surface by the Poynting ¥'cctor，出 isindeed the 

ra.，，<， 111 I!lost四 p('fjmcnts、thepresent rcsu)t reveals that the relaxations to the state 

of τxB 土入B are more general phenomcna tbat take place in low s pla.smas 

川町1wilhin nonidcaJly conclucting houndary 

~ 4. Applicntion to Incompressihle ViscolIs Flllids 

W(' IH'xl apply th(' s('t of gcne叫 tho昭 ht，{ [1]， [llJ } with cqs.(J) -(.1) to the 

IlUυ川 pTf'ssibJ('、』ぉ((m長 s¥JI【l、¥'hi<'hi長<Iescrihrrlby the Navier-Stokes rquatioll 

<Il司、
ρ二一=ーでp+ν寸'=11，
dr 

(5.1) 

Whf'Tf' 1" u町 andp ar(' the suid m副長 rl('n~it.\'， the f1uid ¥'dodty町 an<lth. pr.同 ure，

『円]>C'cti¥'C'ly，" is thf' COf'fFI円円ltof visco剖ty，and ¥" . 11 O. ¥Ve pkk ut heH、

tht' flo¥¥' f'1l円助 Wj J(pu2/2)d!l ()f the叫 叫emand look for t he冊Ir-organized

qll出 i-strad.vrdax('d s(ate wit.h to lfj‘which is therefore the glonal 中 日nlilrW 

in IIH' set of s(，IlNal tl川 Igl山{[IJ守 [IIJ}. l'sing eq.(.)4)， thc ¥'刊 torforlllula of 

て("x h) = h で X 臼 -a.vxh、ヤ¥1=0町 andthe C;au日 thC'or(，lIl， w(' obl<un thC' 

[，，11，川 ITIJ?，、
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whore a.' = V x u is the vorticity. We assume here v to be constant, for simplicity. 

Snl>M.itiiling Wj and |dlVy/df| respectively to W and jdlV/d/l in the set of general 

thoughts { [I], [II] } with eqs.(l)-(4) to find the internal structures of the self-organized 

relaxed state, we obtain the followings,29* 

tF = l{2v&wu/ - ap5u-u)<\v = 0, (56) 

h2F = f{2v6u/-6u> - apSu-Sn)dv > 0, (57) 

where the values of quantities on the boundary surface in dWf/df are assumed to be 

given so that the surface integral terms vanish in both 6F and 62F by the bound

ary conditions of e.q.(l), for simplicity. The boundary conditions are given here 

as { tfn = 0, ii • ds — 0; at the boundary }. Using Sur = V x Su, w = V x u, 

v " ' ( a x b ) = b - V x a - a - V x b 1 and the Gauss theorem again, we obtain the fol-

lowings from cqs.(56) and (57), 

5F = 2u / f i u ( V x V x u - ^ u ) d i - = 0 , (58) 

h2F = 2 y / i u . ( V x V x * u - ^ / i u ) < l v > 0, (59) 

whore the surface integral terms vanish in both hF and fi2 F by the same boundary 

conditions used at eus.(56) and (57). We then obtain the Euler-Lag range equation 

for arbitrary variations of f>\i from eq.(58) as follows,2 0' 

V x V x u = K au , (GO) 

M-,/f. <•» 
where the Lagrange multiplier a is assumed to be positive. Equation (fit)) is the same 

type with eq.(l!J) which is used for the classical spheroniak. 1 1 ' 1 2* 

whf'rr'占=で xu is thc vorticity. Vt.1(> as同 Imf>herf> 11 10 be c"on叶ant，for silJlplIC"it)' 

Sllh:-.titlllin~ nt， ancl IdU.ν州町民pcctivclyto lV and IdlV/Jtl in thc ，ct of gcner昆1

th"nghts { [IJ， [IIJ } wilh eq'.( J)ー(4)to find thc inlcrnal slr山 IUtcs of the self-organizcd 

r('lax刷 Isti¥te， we obt副 nthe following引29)

JF = J山 U.W α仰 u凶

~2F = f(2v 6ω6ω ー α山川)d..> 0， σ 

WhN(' th(> 日 11I('sof C]lIan1ities on the noundary s町 facein dft'， /dt are国 引)mcd(0 be 

即v(>n!'o that the i'urfac(' integral terms vanish in both t~F and f，2 F hy the bounJ 

ary C"onditions of叫(")， for simplicity. The boundary conditions arc gi¥"(，1l here 

国{，¥" = 0， " • ds = 0; al I he bound 

で (a x h) = h. ¥7 x a 一a マx b， and the Ga副削usstheorem ag副 n凡， we obtain the fol-

lい"川"川州、羽w紺川J川Is】gs fro】四mC叫q甲s.(β.56的)and (怜57η)，

SF=2uj6u(Vxvxu-2fu}dp=o， (58) 

ρF = 2v J 6u . (¥7 x ¥7 x 6u やu)dtl >日 (59) 

whNe th(' surfac(' illtegral terms ¥'anish in both oF and f~2 F hy thc same boundary 

C"onditioni' us('d at clJs.(56) and (.57}. ¥Ve then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation 

f川町hitrary ¥"arIatinns of liu from ('C]作品)田 follows，291

v x V x u I'I:?u可 (6日)

い|=JZ )
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wht・r{'th(' I.agrallp，(' lIlullipliN fl is ass¥llllf'd to h(' I川村ili¥'f>. r':quation (1;日)is lh“拘¥IlH、

1、IU'wit 11 ('q.( I !)) ¥¥'hich is IIsf'd for t hf' dassical :ミphf>romak..J1
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We now have found that the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed slate lias the 

peculiar internal structure which satisfies eq.(60). Using the vector formula of V a n = 

V(V • u) - V x V x u, V • u = 0, and eq.(60), we obtain 

V 2 u = - K 2 U . (62) 

Using the vector formula of V u 2 = 2 u x ( V x u ) + 2(u-V)u, and substituting eq.(62) 

into eq.(54), we obtain the following, 

P% = - ^ « - Vp - ^ + p(u x u,), (63) 

where eq.(61) is used. When we deal with a system where the self-organized relaxed 

state has still high flow fields of u, we may assume the following for the right hand 

side of eq.(63), 

^ u > Vp+^Vu2-p(uxw). (64) 

Using eq.(64), we obtain the following from eq.(63), 

Equation (65) gives us the following solution 

u(x,() ^ Ufl(x}e-?', (66) 

where UR(X) is the solution of eq.(60) for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed 

slate. We see from eq.(66) that the flow pattern of u just after the realization of 

the self-organized relaxed state has the self-similar decay phase without significant 

change the spatial structure. The right hand side of eq.(G4) and boundary conditions 

would lead to finite deviation from the self-similar decay gradually. We may recognize 

from eq.(60) for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed state and eq.(GG) for the time 

evolution of the relaxed n field thai the present nonlinear dynamical system relaxes 

¥Vf' now havc fOllnd that thc self.‘organized qllasi-stcady rr:l孔xcdstafc ha.'， the 

pr'iul旧 rinLcrnal叶ructurcwhich satis自eseq.(60). Usin呂thevector formula ofマ'u

で(マ u)-'V x v x u， 'V. u = 0， and eq.(60)可 weobtain 

'V'u ーκ'u (62) 

{J叩 Igthe vector formulaof vu' = 2u x ('¥7 x u) + 2(u. '¥7)u， and substituting eq.(62) 

into cq.(.54). we obtain the following， 

pEE=EEu-vp-EVU2+p(u xω). (63) 
&t 

where eq.(61) is u5ed. When we de叫 witha system where the self-organized relaxed 

5tat. has slill high flow field5 of u， we may田 5umethe following for the right hand 

5ide of eq.(63)， 
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U5ing eq.(64)， we obtain the Collowing from eq.(63)， 

生 E-2"
Jt - 2 (65) 

Equation (65) give5 U5 the Collowing 5olution 

u(x，t)宝 UR(x)e-}ヘ (66) 

where UR(X)】5the 5olution of eq.(60) for the 5elιorganized quasi-steady relaxed 

.stat{'. ¥Vr: sr:r: from eq.(66) that the flow pattern of n just after the realization of 

t hc st'lf-org叩 izeclrela.，<ed state has the selιsimilar decay phase without signi品目nt

change the spatial司ructure.The right hand side of eq.(64) and houndary condition 

¥¥'ollId lead to finitc deviation from the seJf-similar decay graduaUy机'ema.r recogniu' 

frol1l叶 (60)for the同 If-organizedqUiL"i-steady relaxed stat(、andf'q.(6G) for thc tinu、

円 υluti川 I<Jr IIH' rf'1礼叉引1u自('1<1that th(' prf's('nt nOlllinf'ar dynalllicλl，y叫 円11rC'lax何



lo the state that has attained such a peculiar internal spatial structure that yields 

the minimum decay rale of Wj and thereafter leads to the self-similar decay phase 

without significant change of the spatial structure. 

Using the same procedure from eq,(19) to eq.(24), we obtain the general solutions 

of Ufl(x) and u>fl(x) = V x u f l as follows, 

u*(x) = cfiTj + <r / 2S,, (67) 

w f l (x) = K(cflS, + c / 2 T / ) t (68) 

T ; = V x (e^'/J, and Sf = - V x Tf , (69) 

V 2 t / 7 + K 2 ^ = 0 . (70) 

Three unknown factors of { K , C / I , C / 2 } are determined by three rr jasured values of the 

flow energy H'// (, the toroidal flow flux 4>/A and the toroidal vorticity flux QR inside 

the boundary. It is because that we obtain <bfn and fl/t by integrating eqs.(67) and 

(68) respectively across ;!ie poloidal cross-section of the toroidal fluids. 

Using eqs.(67)-(70), we obtain 

»fl X^K = K{cfS - C / i J ) T / x S / t (71) 

K* / f l - n „ = KicI2-cn)Js(Sj - T / ) - d s , (72) 

where / ? denotes the integral across the poloidal cross-section of the toroidal fluids. 

Wlien the right, hand side of eq.(61) is assumed to be negligibly small, we obtain (he 

equilibrium equation at the relaxed state which is written by Yp+^Yu2 ^ / ) ( « x 4 

And further if it is assumed that p = const, and p + (pir/2) = const, so that Vp 

+ £Yu2 = 0, then we may put cj\ = cp from the comparison of the equilibrium 

equation shown above with eq.(71). In this case, we may write eq.(67) as follows. 

24 

10 Ihe ~tat(' thal h面 attaiJ'lcdsuch a peculiar internal spatial structure thflt y目 Ids

thc minimum decay ratc of ¥V/ and thereafter leads to the self-similar dec呂，yphflSC 

without significant change of the spatia! slructure 

u日 ngthe same procedure from珂 (19)to eq.(24)， we obtain thc general只olutions

of UR(X) and WR(X) ~ 'C' X UR as follow5， 

UR(X) ~ cμTf + cf，5f司 (67)

ωR(X) ~κ(cfl5f + cf，T，)， (6R) 

T， ~ 'C' x (ettf)， and 5f ~ .!.'" x T" (69) 
κ 

'C"1'f +κ21/'/日 (70)

Tlnce unknown factors of {κ，CJb C!2} arc determined by three n' ~asurcd 四llles ()f the 

f10w (，1H'rgy H!!Iト th('toroida1 f10w flux CTfR and the toroiclal vorticity f1l1x flR in引 dc

I.he boundary. It is 1即日uscthat we ohtain中/Rand 11H by imegrating ('tts.(67) and 

(G8) [('sp付 tiv('lya("fo同 九 町 poloidalcra州 -sertionof !hf' !oroioill f1uid:-;. 

[↑日ngcqs.(67)ー(70)，WC obtain 

IJn XωR "(cf・'-c，，')T，x 5" (71) 

岬 'R - 11" 刈Cf}.- Cぺ(5，-T，). us， 川

WhCH' J.'i
p 
denotes t.h同e】山nt作cg阜府r日ala町乱町C口ro伺 the po叶10同1μ叶da凶alc口ro田

¥¥'h川F円nt叶h叩CrI明E凶ht.ha剖叩n吋<1，民叫山も孔山lμdc、。fcq.(ι1) is assuIH('d 10 he nf'gligibIy 叩吋l‘WC ohtain t Ilf' 

rquilihril川C<"1uatinnat， t he rel日町1:o:t a.te which附 wrJlt叩 hy"'1'+ fでu2 さ p(uxり

へ川 furtJ.f'Tjf itぉ a...s山 町clthatρ=印 n叫 and P + (flU}. /2) = ("Oll~t 同 that"i7p 

+うてu2 ~日、 th('n ¥¥'C' ma)' put c /1 s; C /2 from the compari:o:on of tl印刷111ilil川 ¥1m

刊 IIH¥tion:-;hown abo¥'e with町 (il).In thi，日SC'.w(' m町 writccq.(6ì) 田 foll川，\'~，
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uj,(x) = cn(T, + S,), (73) 

which satisfies the following,3 1 1 in the same way at eq.(28), 

V x u f l = ± KUR . (74) 

Since eq.(74) has the same form with the force-free field V x B = ±AB, it is easy 

to show that the Bessel Function model (BFM) for the reversed field pinch (RFP) 

plasma is also applicable to the flow profiles of UR for eq.(74). Equation (74) may 

i ('present the region of the helical motion after the "turbulent puff".3*^ 

We next, discuss the mode transition point of the relaxed state, by using eq.(59), 

in the same way at eqs.(48)-(53) for the resistive MHD p l a s m a . 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 6 , 2 9 ) We consider 

here the following associated eigenvalue problem for the critical perturbation Su that 

makes f>'F in eq.(59) become zero: 

V x V x <5u, - K2

t <5u, = 0, (75) 

with the boundary condition of 6\x — 0 at the boundary, where K, and 6u, denote 

the eigenvalue and the cigensolution, respectively. It is easy to show from eqs.(60) 

and (7'1) that the eigenvalue problem of cq.(75) includes the eigenvalue problem of 

V x ilu, = ±KX dm, as a branch. Substituting the eigensolution 6ut into eq.(59) and 

using eq.(75), we obtain the following: 

62F = 2I/(K? - K2) fSut-Su, dv > 0, (76) 

where eq.(fil) is used. Since cq.(7G) is required for all eigenvalues, we obtain the 

following condition for the relaxed state with the minimum |dWy/dtf|,2 9' 

K_, < « < K, , (77) 

- 2 5 -

un(x) = cj1(T， + 8，)， (73) 

which s品目fiesthe following‘31) in the same way at cq.(28)， 

'V X UR 土 KUR (74) 

Sillce eq.(74) has the same lorm with the lorce-Iree field 'V x B =土入B，it is easy 

10 show that the Bessel Fllnction model (BFM) lor the reversed日eldpinch (RFP) 

1'1出 mais al日 app¥icable(0 the fiow profil田 01UR for eq.(74). Equation (74) may 

Il'1'r円 pntthe region of thc helical motion after the tlturbulent putr'. Jり

¥Ve lIcxt. discuss thc mode transition pOInt of the relaxed stale， by using eq.( 59)， 

In t hc同Illf'W吋 01.cqs.(48)-(53) 1m the resistive MHD pJasma.'O.lI.16.29) We consider 

hcr{' t hc following associated eigenvalue problem (or the critical perturbation ou that 

IlIfl¥附 ，¥'1'口l叫 (.59)becomc zero 

'V x 'V x ou‘ーイ OU，= 0， (75) 

with the boundary c.ondition or ou = 0 al the boundary， whereκI and ou， denote 

Ih('>川呂田l¥"alucand 1I阻 cigcnsollltion，respectively. It同 e出 y¥0 show from eqs.(60) 

剖1<1(;，1) lh.1. lhc eigenv.Jlle probJem of eq.(7.5) indlldes the eigenvaJue probJem of 

で X"¥1，土κ16u，田 abranch. Substituting the eigensoJution OU. into eq.(59) and 

u:-:inp; ('q.(7.5)~ wc nhtain thc [ollowing: 

[，2F = Zu(κ?ー κψU，• dU. dv > 0) 明

wh('f('引1.(61}i， "'0<1. Sinco eq.(76) is required for aJl eigenvaJues. we oblain the 

folIowing cond山 onfor lhe relaxod .t.le with the minimum /dW，/dt/，29) 

κ-1 <κ 〈 κ1， (77) 
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where K_I and *i arc the largest of the negative and the smallest of the positive 

eigenvalues, respectively. When the i*alue of K corresponding to Wja goes out of 

t lie condition eq.(77), like as KJ < «, then the mixed mode, which ha> lV/ f l and 

consists with the basic mode by eq.(60) with K = K\ and the lowest eigenmodc 

by eq.(75), becomes the relaxed state with the minimun value of \dWf/dt\, in the 

similar way to the case of the resistive MHD plasma discussed at eq.(50). Since the 

mathematical structures of eqs.(54) - (77) for the fluid flow velocity u are similar to 

those of equations for the magnetic field B used in the resistive MHD plasma ( one of 

which is the RFP plasma ), some common phenomena are expected to be observed 

in the RFP plasma and in the incompressible fluid, like as the saw tooth oscillation 

in the former and its corresponding phenomenon such as the turbulent puff311 in the 

latter. 

§ 5. Application to Incompressible Viscous M H D Fluids 

We next show another example of the application of the set of general thoughts 

{ PL P'] } w'*-b eqs.(l) - (4) to the incompressible viscous MHD-fluid which is 

described by the following extended Navier-Stokes equation and the equation for the 

magnetic field, 

P-IT = j x B - Vp + f V 2 u , (78) 
at 

— = V x ( u x B ) - V x (r,j). (79) 

We pick up here the magnetic energy, Wm, and the flow energy, Wj, of the sys

tem and look for the relaxed stale with respect to W = Wm + IV/ = j(B2/2}tB 

+ p>r/2)dr. ( If tlie internal energy is assumed to be negligible compared to I his 

- 2 6 --

wl!<，r<' "'_1 and κ1 ar<' th<， largcst Or the negative and thc向mallestof the positivc 

(，lgP前九lucs句 respectively. Whcn the ¥.alue of K corresponding to ~VfR goes out of 

t he condition cq.(i7)， like田町〈 κ1then the mixed modc) which ha...... H'fR and 

ぐon引5tswith the basic modc by eq.(60) withκ=κ1 and the lowest cigcn modc 

hy町 (7.>)，becomes the relaxed state with the minimun value of IdWJldtl. in thc 

simi1町 wa.yto the case of the resistive MHD plasma discussed at eq.(50). Sincc thc 

mathematical structures of eqs.(54)ー(77)for the日uidflow velocity u are日 mila.rto 

th田 eof equations for the magnetic field B used in the resistive MHD plasma ( one of 

which is thc RFP plasma )， some common phenomena are expected to bc observed 

in the RFP plasma and in the incompressible fluid， like as the saw tooth oscillation 

in the former and its corresponding phenomenon such as the turbulent pu伊叫 inthe 

latter 

~ 5. Application 10 Incompressible Viscous MHD Fluids 

We next show another example of the application of the set of generaJ thoughts 

{ [1]， [11] } with eqs.(l)ー (4)to the incompressible viscous MHD.ftuid wh凶 is

described by the following extended N avier-Stokcs equation and the equation for the 

magnetic field， 

p生 =j x B - 'Vp + v'V'u， 
dt 

8B 
7F" 'i7x(uxB)-'Vx(ηj) 

(78) 

(79) 

¥Ve pi<-k IIP here thc magnetic cnergy.守 Wm，and the flow energy， Hヤ1of the sys 

!em and look for the f("la..x吋 5t.tewith respect to W = IVm + IV， = J(B'/2i'o 

+ puγ2)小 ( If t hc inlernal cnerg..y Is 世間medto be negligible comparecl to 1 his 
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\Y, (hen the relaxed state of W is equivalent to the relaxed state of energy of the 

system. ) Using cqs.(78) and (79), Maxwell's equations, Ohm's law of 7/j = E -+• 

u x B , V • (a x b) = b • V x a - a • V x b , and the Gauss theorem again, we obtain 

the following 

dlV / / 
-77- = - / ( rjyi + vu-u )dv+ f{ v(\\x w) - pu - E x H } • ds. (80) 

Substituting W and |dlV/df [ shown above respectively to W and |dlV/dt| in the set 

of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with eqs.(l)-(4) and using the same procedure used 

from eq.(9) to eq.(12) and from eq.(56) to eq.(59), we obtain the followings, 

6F = f{—6B • [ V x (ru) - - B ] + 2v6u • (V x V x u - y-\x) }dv 

-~i{rQxSB)-ds= 0 , (81) 

67F = /{—<JB • [ V x (tj6j) - | * B ] + 2 ^ u • (V x V x «5u - ^-bu) }dv 

- ~ / ( r}6} x 6B ) - ds > 0. (82) 

We then obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations for arbitrary variations of 5u and SB 

from the volume integral terms of eq.(81), as follows,29* 

V x (,j) = | B , (83) 

V x V X B = A 2B (for i) = const ), (84) 

V x V x u = K2U , (85) 

m=Jf, m 
1 * 1 = ^ . (87) 

1¥¥t hcn t hc rcla.xNI 51 at<' of ~V is cquivalent 1.0 the rE'laxed state of en{'rgy of t hc 

可吋CIll. ) Using cqs.(i8) a.nd (i9)， Maxwell's equations， ObmJs law ofηrj=E+ 

11 x B， 'V . (a x b) = b. 'V x a -a. 'V x b， and the Gauss theorem again、weobtain 

I he lollowing 

dW f. 
一一=-{(ηH+νω ーω)dv+千{ν(l'.Xω) -pll -E x H } . ds. (80) dt J ' .，. . . . J 

Sub叫itutingW and IdlV/dtl shown above respect問 lyto lV and IdlV/dtl in the set 

01 general thought， { [IJ， [IIJ } with eqs.(l)ー(4)and using the same procedure used 

from 叫・(9)to eq.(12) and Irom eq.(56) to叫 (59)，we obtain the lollowings， 

oF = J{会B.['Vx (η~) 一 jB]+2U6u(vwxu-Z州U

-fj(い B) . ds = 0， (81) 

内 =/{;6BIh(叫)- ~óBl +凶('¥7x '¥7 x ou 診州U
-"0 一

一三世(ηojx四)• ds > O. (82) 
"0・，

We then obtain the Euler-Lagr胡 geequations for arbit日 ryv町 田lions01 ou and oB 

from the volume integral terms of eq.(81)， as {ollows，29) 

'¥7x仙 =3B，(叫

¥7 x ¥7 x B = >"B (Ior η= const )， (84) 

17x'¥7xuκ'u， (85) 

|入 1=J寄 附

|κ|=JZ(87)  
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Using the same procedure at cqs.(62) and (63), we obtain the following from eqs.(78) 

and (83)-(85), 

When we deal with the system where the self-organized relaxed slate has still high 

flow fields of u, we may assume the following for the right hand side of eq.(88), 

^ u » Vp + ^ V u 2 - j x B - p(u x w). (89) 

If the right hand side of eq.(89) is assumed to be negligibly small at the relaxed state, 

we may have the following equilibrium equation at the relaxed slate, 

Vp + £ v i r = j x B + p(n x w). (DO) 

(91) 

Equations (88) and (89) lead us to the following, 

du ^ a 
— ¥ u 
dt 2 

Substituting eq.(83) into cq.(79), we obtain the following, 

OB n 
— = _ _ B + V x ( u x B ) (92) 

When we deal with the system where the self-organized relaxed state has still high 

enough fields of B and the term of ( u x B ) is nearly irrotalional or the flow pattern 

of u has become almost parallel to B, we may assume the following for the right hand 

side of eq.(92), 

^ B » V x ( u x B ) . {93) 

In this case, we obtain the following from eq.(92), 

f*-§B. 0..) 
Equations (91) and (94) give us the following solutions, 

1Jsing the same procedure at cqs.(62) and (63)， we obtain the following from cqs.(78) 

and (8.3)-(85)曾

p生-~u + j x B -Vp - ~VU2 + p(u xω)・ (88)
at 

¥Vh('s we deal with the syslem where the seIr-organized relaxed sLale has still high 

flow fields or u， we rn可 assumethe following for the right hand剖deof eq.(88)， 

手u》 VF+jvu2ー jx B -p(u x w). 問

1f lht" right hand side of eq.(89) is assumed 10 be negHgibly small at the relaxed stale， 

we may ha¥'c the following eq回 hbriumequation at the relaxed slilte， 

マp+ ~Vu' = j x B + p(1I Xω). 閃)

Equ孔tions(88) and (89) lead us to thc following， 

E空白旦"
aI 2-

Sul"tituling eq.(B.l) into cq.(79)， we obt.ain the following， 

。B
ー-;;"B + V x ( u x B ) 
at 

(91) 

(92) 

¥¥・hrs¥¥'(> deal wit.h the詩ystemwhere thc田 lf-organi，edrelaxcd st.tc ha.s still high 

cnough fields of B .nd the term of ( u x B ) is nearly irrotational or the sow pa!teTs 

oru ha.s h{志("ol11e孔llllostparallcl to B， .....e may assume the followIlIg for the right hand 

side of eq.(92) 

~B >>マ x(11 x B) 

111 thi~ ぐa......e 町 WC ohtain thc following from cq.(92)， 

空~_~1=l
at - 日

Equations (91) and (94) gi，'e us the following solutions， 
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u(x,f) = u«(x)e~* \ (95) 

B ( x , 0 S B f l ( x ) e - ^ ( , (96) 

where U/j(x) and B/f(x) are the solutions for the self-organized relaxed slate. We 

see from eqs.(95) and (96) again that the flow pattern of u and the field profile of 

B just after the realization of the self-organized relaxed state have the sc'f-similar 

decay phase without significant change of their spatial structures. We should bear in 

mind I hat the right hand sides of cqs.(89) and (93) and boundary conditions would 

lead to finite deviation from the self-similar decay gradually. We may recognize from 

pqs.(83)-(87) for the self-organized quasi-steady relaxed stale andeqs.(95) and (96) for 

the time evolution of the relaxed u and B fields that the present nonlinear dynamical 

system relaxes to the stale that has attained such a peculiar internal spatial structure, 

which yields the minimum dissipation rate of W and therefore is hardest to change 

its own spatial structure, and thereafter which leads to the self-similar decay phase 

without significant change of the spatial structure. 

We now assuinr here the resistivity i) to be constant, for simplicity. Using similar 

procedure from cq.(19) to cq.(2l) and from eq.(G7) to eq.(G9), we obtain the general 

solutions of u/i(x), u//t(x), B/{(x), awl j f l ( x ) , as follows, 

u f l (x ) = riX1, + . ; / 2 S , , (97) 

w f l (x) = K(cnSf + c / 2 T / ) , (98) 

BMx) = "mlTm + c m 2 S m , (99) 

jfl(x) = - ( c / m S m + c m 3 T m ) . (100) 
Mo 
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u(x，t)宝 llR(x)e-tl， (95) 

B(x，t)竺 BR(x)e-"'， (96) 

whrTC UR(X) and DR(x) are the solutions for the self-organized rclaxed state. We 

同(' from ('<]s.(95) and (96) again that the sow patlern of u and the field profile of 

B jllsl aftcr thc rcalizaticiI o{ the self-organized reJ出 edstate have the scJ乙similar

<l何町 ph出 cwithout si~nificant change of their spatial structures. V¥'e shonJd bear in 

Illind Ihat. Ihe right. hand side詩。，fcqs，(問)叩d(93) and bOllndary conditions would 

I{';ul tll fillil.e dcvialion from the同 1[-叩 nilardecay graduaJly. We may recognize from 

円1，.(R1)ー(自i)for the同 1[-org叩 ized<(11剖 -steadyrclaxcd 5tate and cqs.(9.5) ancl (96) [or 

tll<' lImc引。lutioIlof t he relaxed u ancl B fields that thc present nonlinear dynamical 

町長1('111rdax円 tnt he stal.c that ha.s al1副 ncclsuch a peculiar inlernal spatia.l structure， 

、、 hkh、id心 tlwminill1um di問中剖ionrale of fV and therefore is 11ardest to change 

it!-'¥州 n!-'¥I洲 ial叶 rllけ 111('， and tIH~reaft C' r which lead矢 lolhc田1[-目milard田町..phasC' 

wilJII lII 1 ぉi~JJifìC i!J1 1 cha Jl~(， of th(' spatial structur(' 

¥Vi' 11川、 九州1I1lli'hf'H・thi'H'!-'¥i!-'¥ti¥'it.'l' η10 Lcζon~tant ， for simplicity. Using similar 

pro("l.dllri' frorll 川 (I!))10 c<).(2.1) and [rom 0<).(67) 10 e'l.(G9)， we ohlain thc gcncral 

印 luti川目。[U/i(xト叫，(xトBR(X)守剖ldh(x)，副 [ollows.

UR(X) りJTJ+ Cf2SJ. 

ωR(X) = κ(勺，5，+ c"T，)， 

Bfl(X) "mJTm + Cm2Srn. 

h(x) 土(勺，.5問+cm，Tm) 
μ。
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Six unknown factors of {«, C/i,cj 2} and {X, c T r , i ,c m 2 } axe determined by six measured 

values of Wmft, $mR, //?, WJR, *t/fl and QR inside the boundary. 

From eqs.(97)-(100), we obtain the followings which are the same as eq.(25) and 

eq.(71), 

j f l " B f l = - ( c m 2

2 - c m l

2 ) T m x S m i (101} 

u f l x wR = K ( C / 2

2 - c n

2 ) T s x S , . (102) 

If it is assumed that p ¥ C O ns t . and p + {pu2/2) S const, so that Vp + §Vu 2 ^ 0, 

then we may put c m l = c m 2 and Cp = cp from the comparison eq.(90) with eqs.(lOl) 

and (102). In this case, we may write eqs.(97) and (99) as follows, 

u B ( x ) = Cjl(Tf + S,), and B R ( x ) = c m l ( T m + S m ) , (103) 

which satisfy the followings,3 1' in the same way at eq.(28), 

V x i i R = ± KUR , and V x Bfl = ± XBR . (104) 

We can also discuss the mode transition points of the relaxed state for B and u, by 

using eq.(82) in the same way from eq.(48) toeq.(53) and from eq.(75) loeq . (77) . 1 6 ' 2 9 ( 

Various solutions for eqs.(97)-(100) are expected to be observed as the field profiles 

of B and the flow patterns of u in the relaxed states of energy of the incompressible 

viscous MHD fluid, corresponding to the amounts of six measured values of \VmR, 

'I'm/I. hi- WfR. 4»yfl and QR inside the boundary. Some of them would represent the 

Held profiles of B and the flow patterns of u realized in the magmas as the result of 

the earth dynamo. i 0 t When we consider the flow pattern u of the electron fluid in the 

experimental KFP plasma, gross features of B and u in the relaxed state are expected 

to be given by eq.(lO-l) with some necessary corrections by the compressibility. One 

•30 

Six llnknown factors of {κ，C'I>C，，) and {λ，Cml， Crn2} are delermined by six me田 ured

可a!u(>!Oiof ¥V rnR， cfJmR， 1 R可 W'R，φJR and nR inside the boundary 

From cq5.(97)ー(100)，we obtain the following5 which are the 5ame田町 (2.5)and 

cq.(71 )， 

jR X BR =土(Cm2
2
- Cm1

2)Tm X Sml 山}
戸。

UR XωR κ(C，，' -cfl')T， x S，. (102) 

If it is as5umed th叫 P2! con51. and p + (ρu'/2)空 const.50 that Vp + ~VU2 ~日，

then we may put Cml主 Cm2and CJl ~ CI2 from the comparison eq.(90) with珂 5.(101) 

and (102). In this case， we may write eqs.(97) and (99) as follows， 

UR(X) = cfI(T， + S，)， and BR(X) = cm，(Tm + Sm)， (103) 

which sat.i5fy the following5，31) in the same way at eq.(28)， 

V X UR 士 ~UR 唱 and 'V x BR 土入BR. (104) 

¥Ve can also discuss t he mode transition points of the relaxed state for B and u， by 

山 ingcq.(82) in Ihe samc way from cq.(48) 10 eq.(53) and from cq.(i5) 10 cq.(Ti)."周}

¥'arinus solutions for町15.(97)ー(100) arc expected to be observcd田 theficJd profilcs 

or B and thc sow pattNns of u in the rE.'laxed slat田 ofenergy of the incompressible 

川町011:"!¥.UID suid， corr('sponding 1.0 the amounls of six measur('d市aJue5of \VmR • 

中川1/.11/.WfJl中1/1and f?R in剖dethc J 

fi('ld profil円 。fB剖 Id1he flow pattcrns of 11 r('alizcd in t.he magm市部 thcrE.':mlt of 

Iht'川口Ihdyna.mo.)()1 ¥¥'hC'n wc consider the flow pattern ¥l ofthc clcctron fluid in th<> 

PXI)('r川 IPU1illHドPpla...;ma， ~ro剖 ff'atur円 oí B and 11 in thc rclaxcd statc i¥rc (，xpf'("t引l

10 hf'且iW'1lhy f'q.(l日1)with 附Illcn町円崎町印rrf'(ti (lll~ b，.け陀日11111肝~sibility. 01H' 
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of the simplest, solutions for eq.(NM) is the solution for the case with B R = 7U f l 

with a constant value of •?. In this case, the two equations in cq.(l(M) become to be 

equivalent, and there exists a relation of pL0ji) = pfu from eqs.(86) and (87). 

§ 6. Concluding R e m a r k s 

The thought analysis in Sec.2 on relaxation due to nonlinear processes with dis

sipation leads us to the followings: The fact that the nonlinear dynamical system of 

interest is dissipative with respect to W means that the system is an open system with 

respect to W. If the internal spatial distribution of the system is unstable against 

keeping or sustaining the instantanious amount of containing quantity of W, drastic 

change of the internal spatial distribution will be induced and develop nonlinearly to 

release and dissipate W rapidly, through driving elements of the system. This rapid 

decay phase of W with the nonlinear drastic change of intern i spatial structure is 

recognized and called as "the relaxation phase". The relaxation phase will continue 

itself until and terminate itself at the time when the internal spatial distribution has 

come to have a peculiar internal spatial structure such that yields the minimum dis

sipation rate of W and therefore is hardest to change its own spatial distribution for 

the instantanious amount of the containing W. The state with this peculiar internal 

spatial structure yielding the minimum dissipation rate of W for the instantanious 

amount of IV is recognized and called as "the self-organized relaxed slate". These are 

summarized to the set of general thoughts { [I], [II] } with the mathematical expres

sions of eqs.{l)-(•]), in order to find out the internal structures of the self-organized 

relaxed states. Since the self-organized relaxed state has the peculiar internal spatial 

structure such that is hardest to change its own spatial distribution, the relaxed state 

>lunild he followed by the self-similar decay phase without significant, change of the 

:tl 

。ith(' simplest. solutions for eq.(1日4)日 thesolution for the case wilh BR = -yUR 

with a constant valuc of 1. In this casc， the tWQ equations in eq.(104) become to be 

equivalent， and there exisls a relation or μ。/η =p/v from eqs.(86) and (87) 

! 6. Concluding Remarks 

The thought analysis in Sec.2 on relaxaLion due to nonlinear process田 wilhd時

sipation leads us to t.he followings: The fact that the nonlinear dynami日 1syslem of 

interest is dis目pativewith respecL to ~V means thaL the sysLcm is an open system with 

respect to W. If the internal spatial distrihution of the system is unstable against 

keeping or susLaining the instantanious amount of 印刷ainingquantity of W， drastic 

(hange of thc internal spatiaJ distribuf.ion wi1l be induced and develop nonlinearly to 

release and dissipate W rapidly， through driving elements of the system. This rapid 

decay phase of W with the nonlinear drastic change of intem ~ spatial structure is 

recognized a.nd called祖 "therelax叫ionph回 e"、Therelaxation ph回 ewill εontinue 

itself until and terminate itself at the time when the internaJ spatial distribution h恒

come Lo have a pcculiar inLernaJ. spatial slructure such that yields the minimum dis-

何ipa1ion rale of ~V and therefore is hardesl 10 change its own spatial distribution for 

the in叫anLaniousamount of the containing lV. The slaLe with this peculiar internal 

spatial structure yieJding thc minimum dissipation rate of W for tJle instantanious 

amounL of ~r is recognized and callcd師 "theself-organized rclaxcd state1'. These are 

同lInlJlanz刷1to tho sel of general thougl山{[IJ. [I1J} with the mathematical expres-

対lりnsof ('qs.{I)-(.1)， in order to find out the日lternalstructur四 ofthe日 lf.・organi1.ed

rf'lax円 1states. Since tIlc sdf-otganized relax吋 slateh田 th{'pcculiar inlernal spatirtl 

strllrturC"引Ichthat i長 hardestto change its own spatial disl口bution、therol礼文刷i、tate

トhould(，(' f(lllm刊 dhy tllf' sdf-引llIi1ard{'Cil、pha.;;{'without signifiranl chan且eof thf' 

<1 



spatial structure. We should bear in mind, however, that the dissipation and being 

open of the system with respect to W will still lead to some gradual deviation from the 

self-similar decay. All of thoughts shown above would be applicable to all dynamical 

systems including physical systems, biological systems, and/or economical systems in 

general. The realization of the internal spatial structure of the self-organized relaxed 

.-state comes essentially from the fact that the dissipative nonlinear dynamical system 

of interest is the open system with respect to the global quantity W subject to the 

dissipation. The realization of the self-organization is a global property that is eni-

l>e<lded in the laws ruling the dissipativr, open, and nonlinear dynamical system of 

interesl. This thought is connected to the well known thought of "the structure due 

to the dissipation" by Prigogine 3 5- 3 C ) 

In Sec.3, we have applied the set of general thoughts, { [I], [II] } with eqs.(l)-(4) 

tn the magnetic energy relaxation of the resistive MHD plasma and have led the self-

organized relaxed state of eq.(13) and equivalent eq.(lG), and also the mode transition 

condition ofeq.(50) in the more general case and eq.(5-'J) in the low /? plasma limit with 

the spatially uniform resistivity v at the relaxed state, without using "hclicity" and 

"invariant". We have proved that the self-organized relaxed states with the internal 

spatial structure of eq.(13) for the more general case are followed by the self-similar 

decay phase without significant change of its own spatial distribution, as was shown 

at eq.(18). For the simple case with the spatially uniform resistivity rj at the relaxed 

stale, we have shown the general solutions for the field B/j and the current } R , eqs.(23) 

and (24), and the equilibrium equation, eq.(25), at the self-organized relaxed state. 

We have also shown that the force-free fields of V x B — ± AB, derived by Taylor 

based on the minimum energy state under the time invariant of the total hel ici ty, 1 0 " 1 

ran be derived generally as the low j3 plasma limit of the self-organized relaxed state 

- 3 2 -

!'patial structure‘ ¥Ve should bear in mind、howe¥'er1 that the dissipation and being 

OJ悶 nof t he !o)'stem with respect to W. will stilllead to some grao.ual deviation from the 

同 1[，べimilardccay. AII of thought. shown above would be applicable 10 all dynamical 

町stemsincluding physical system.s， biologicaJ syste四， andfor economical systems in 

~，<' ncral. Tla" rE'alizat.ion of the internal spatial structure of the seIr-organized relax前l

"，1.al(' com円引抑nliallyfrom the fact thal the dissipative nonIinear dynamical s)'stem 

。finterf:>st is the open syslem with respect to the global quantity lV subject to the 

di開 ipation.The rrali:r.at.ion of t.he self-organizat.ion is a global property that is el1l-

I)('ddcd in thf' la机、 rulingthe dis叫 pati¥'f'， open， and nonlinf'ar dynamical sy叶f'rt1of 

int.f'r円1.Thi吋 thoughtis connected 10 the well known thought of'lthe struct.ure due 

tCl the disl'iipat.ion" hy PrigogineJ5.JGl 

In Scc:l， wc haw applied the 501 of gcneral t.houghts， { [IJ， [IIJ } with eqs.(I)-(4 

tい6υItl1(" l1Ia自n川l忙仁 elH'r且幻】 relaxati叩【onof th陀crc凹符lS引li、c MJJD p同》オla師気町m】naand have led thc お岬p什1[，ι. 

orp;a叩n

C印011叶凶<1i山11川【U川I川川n】of叫 (β50町)il川11】1け山h】凹rrnor凹e呂叩円a叫1c出 eantl叫(刊5:3)in the lowβ 1'1制川 limi1.with 

tlll" spatially IIniform re~i詩 tivity 7' at the rclaxed st司le，without 11詫ing"hclicity" and 

ill¥'ariant". ¥¥・'ph出('prov('d t hat t he町 H-organizf'drelax('d stat田 wilh t hc int<'Tnal 

~patial 吋 ructt:r(' of C'fd 1:1) for thc lJlore gcneral case are followed by thc self-民imilar

d付町 ph出 ewithout significallt. ，hange of its OWII spat同 1distribut旧民出 W出 shown

al川 (lR).For t.h(' simplc c恒巴 with the spatially uniform rcsisti¥'it)'ηal t hc rclaxcd 

statf'， ¥¥'e ha¥'(' shown the g('neral solllt.ions for the自巴1<1BR and IhecurrcnljR' c<(s.(2:J) 

and (2-1)可 anclthe巴quilibriumequation， eq.(25)， al Ihe sclf-organizcd rclaxed stalc 

¥¥'0 h川 'ealso shown that. the forc(トfr刊 ficldsof 'J x B ~土，\B， derivcd hy Ta¥'lor 

I.as('d川 1the minilllllm cllergy叫 ateIInrler thc tim{' invarianl of thc total helicity， 10，11) 

rall !J(' deri¥'f'd gpll('rally田 thclowβpl削 11aIimit of the self-organizcd rela.xt:d state 
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from the present theory. 

Wo have shown some typical examples of the axisymmetric plasmas in the self-

organized relaxed state, such as the diffused Z pinch plasma, the screw pinch plasma, 

the RFP plasma, and the FRC plasma as were shown at eqs.(29)-(47), ail of which 

are followed by the self-similar decay phase shown by eq.j 18). These typical examples 

by the present theory would be supported by the exprimental fact that all of these 

plasmas are observed to have the quasi-steady relaxed state phase, i.e. the self-similar 

decay phase without significant change of their own spatial distribution. 

The present theory provides various schemes of current driving or current sus

taining by supplying 1 lie magnetic energy to the self-organized relaxed state plasma 

directly <>r indirectly, in order to recover the resistive decay of the magnetic energy; 

for example, by the power input through the Poynting vector E x H o n the boundary 

surface, discussed at eqs.(9) and (10), oi by injection of some compact magnetized 

plasmas such as the compact FRC plasma, the compact spheromak plasma, or the 

magnetized gun plasmas. Several experimental investigations of current drive by the 

so-called helicity injection have been reported, some of which failed in obtaining net 

current drive and others were successful. The present theory gives us quite usual 

and familiar physical explanations for these experimental results as follows; no net 

magnetic energy was injected to the relaxed slate plasmas in the former, and net 

niangiietic energy was successfully injected in the latter. The present theory takes us 

back to rather familiar physical picture of : ' lhe transportation of energy", compared 

with "'tlie transportation of magnetic helicity". At any rale, we cannot deal with any 

new quantities agaist the law of the energy equation. 

In See l , we have applied the set of general thoughts, { [1], [II] } with eqs.fl )-(*!) 

to the flow energy relaxation of the incompressible viscous fluid and have led the 
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self-organized relaxed state flow of eq.(60), and also tbr mode transition condition of 

or).(77), which have the same form with the case of the resistive MHD plasma with 

the spatially uniform resistivity in Sec.3 We have also proved that the self-organized 

relaxed state flow with the internal spatial structure of eq.(60) are followed by the 

self-similar decay phase without significant change of its own spatial distribution, 

as was shown at eq.(66). The solution of eq.(74) for the case of the axisymmetric 

cylindrical flow, which is given by the Bessel function model [ the same type of 

solution with eq.(39) j , would represent the self-organized relaxed state i\ow after 

the turbulent phase of flow in the incompressible viscous fluid within such a rotating 

cylindrical wall. The common mathematical structures of eqs.(55) - (77) for the fluid 

flow velocity u and the equations for the magnetic field B used in the resistive MHD 

plasma suggest that some common phenomena are expected to be observed in the 

RFP plasma and in the incompressible fluid, like as the saw tooth oscillation in the 

former and its corresponding phenomenon such as the turbulent puff341 in the latter. 

In Sec.5, we have applied the set of general thoughts, { [I], [II] } with eqs.(l)-

(•1) to the flow- and the magnetic energy relaxation of the incompressible viscous 

MHD fluid and have led the self-organized relaxed state flow and field, eqs.(83) and 

(85). The mode transition condition of the self-organized relaxed state of eqs.{83) 

and (8.5) can be also derived in the same way as for the resistive MHD plasma in 

Sec.3 and the incompressible viscous fluid in Sec.4. We have also proved that the 

self-organized relaxed state, which has the internal spatial structures of oqs.(83) and 

(85) and satisfies approximately the equilibrium equation, eq.(OO), are followed by 

the self-similar decay phase without significant change of its own spatial distribution, 

as was shown at eqs.(95) and (96). The mathematical structures of the self-organized 

relaxed state for both the flow pattern of u and the field profile of B are shown to 
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be common. The self-organized relaxed state described by cqs.(83) and (85) [ or 

more simply by eq.(104) ] in the incompressible MHD fluid would represent the field 

profiles of B and the flow patterns of u realized such as in the magmas as the result 

of the earth dynamo, 3 0 1 in and around the magnetized neutron stars, and others in 

the universe. 

Every nonlinear and dissipative dynamical system may have "the self-organized 

quasi-steady relaxed states", if the laws ruling the elements of the system yields the 

equations which determine peculiar internal structures by applying the set of general 

thoughts, { [1], [II] } with eqs.(l)-(4), like as obtained in the present paper. 
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